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Navigating Depression Through Magic and Ritual

TERENCE P WARD

This book explores the isolating influence of this common
affliction and why many people resist professional help.
Empty Cauldrons shows readers how to tend to their life
of prayers, offerings, and dreams, and it also provides
spells and strategies for developing a non-monotheistic
relationship with depression. You will discover rituals
for drawing off miasma and appealing to the gods of
the wind, traditional Hellenic ancestor feasts, ideas for
tending a depression shrine, and much more.

JANUARY 2022

Depression is a universal condition that people of all walks
of life face. Author Terence P Ward shares his experiences
with depression and the spiritual methods he has used to
cope. With contributions from Pagan clergy, depression
sufferers, and therapists, Ward offers hands-on rituals,
prayers, and exercises for readers to practice on their
own journey.

LLEWELLYN

Empty Cauldrons

978-0-7387-6333-0 • US $18.99 CAN $26.99
336 pp • 5¼ x 8

SELLING FEATURES

Trade paperback original; bibliog., rec. reading
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC011000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Healing/General
REL117000 Religion/Paganism & Neo-Paganism
OCC011020 Body, Mind & Spirit/Healing/Prayer & Spiritual

• An accessible guide for coping with depression
		 for Pagans, witches, and magical people of all sorts
• Includes hands-on exercises and practices, including
		 rituals, prayers, and spells as well as tips for working
		 with shrines, altars, and candles
•
		
		
		

OF RELATED INTEREST

Includes contributions from magical people who
suffer with depression in addition to psychotherapists
and authors such as Courtney Weber, Ivo Dominguez Jr.,
and Orion Foxwood

• Features a foreword by M. Macha NightMare, priestess,
		 witch, and cofounder of the Reclaiming Collective

978-0-7387-6663-8

TERENCE P WARD

(Mid-Hudson Valley, NY) is a journalist and practicing Pagan for more than
thirty years. He has been bound to a Wiccan coven, communed with the Earth as a backpacking Pagan (aka
Gaiaped), and been tapped by the Olympian gods. He manages his depression through his work as a priest to
Poseidon.

www.TruePaganWarrior.wordpress.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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The Witches’ Sabbath
An Exploration of History, Folklore & Modern Practice

KELDEN

JANUARY 2022

Explore the mesmerizing history, lore, and traditions
surrounding an event that has long been shrouded in fear
and mystery—the Witches’ Sabbath. This book invites you
to learn what it is, how you can get there, and what to
do once you are there. Author Kelden presents in-depth
historical information on the Sabbath as well as its place
within modern Witchcraft.
The Witches’ Sabbath explores a wide variety of topics, from
the earliest days of the Sabbath to the contemporary
practice of journeying there. Along with compelling stories
and impressive research, this book offers rituals, recipes,
and folkloric techniques. From the truth behind the
witch’s flight to the Sabbath’s depiction in art, this book
is the ultimate resource for understanding the mysteries of
this fascinating event.
978-0-7387-6711-6 • US $18.99 CAN $26.99
264 pp • 6 x 9
Trade paperback original; bibliog., glossary, illus.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC028000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Magick Studies
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft

SELLING FEATURES
• Features a deep dive into the Witches’ Sabbath:
		 what it is, how to get there, and what to do once
		 you are there
•
		
		
		

Includes recipes, lore, stories, rituals, and historical
documents about the Sabbath; also teaches readers
how to tread the mill, build circles, astral travel,
and more

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Includes a foreword by Jason Mankey, author of
		 The Horned God of the Witches (9780738763088)

978-0-7387-6212-8
978-1-56718-663-5

978-0-7387-6203-6

KELDEN

(Minneapolis, MN) has been practicing Traditional Witchcraft for more than a decade.
He is the author of The Crooked Path and his writing has appeared in The Witch’s Altar (9780738757964), The New
Aradia: A Witch’s Handbook to Magical Resistance, and Modern Witch magazine. Kelden also authors a blog on the
Patheos Pagan channel called By Athame and Stang.

www.Patheos.com/blogs/byathameandstang
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A Practical Guide to Making Every Day Magical

EMMA KATHRYN

Emma Kathryn presents spells and workings for nearly
every purpose, from protection rituals and kitchen
witchery to candle magic and spirit work. Explore healing
and hexing magic, moon and plant magic, and magical
crafts. Discover exciting ways to celebrate the sabbats,
harness the elements, and more. From worshipping
deities to creating charms, this book offers something for
beginners and experienced practitioners alike.

JANUARY 2022

In today’s busy world, it can be hard to make time for
magic—but this practical guide helps keep you inspired
and connected to your spirituality. Designed so that you
can easily choose a spell, meditation, or ritual to suit
your needs, Witch Life is the perfect tool for making your
practice thrive, even in the busiest times.

LLEWELLYN

Witch Life

“A wonderfully simple guide to integrating the
elements of witchcraft into your day-to-day life.”
—Tonya Brown, author of The Door to Witchcraft
and host of The Witch Daily Show podcast
978-0-7387-6864-9 • US $17.99 CAN $24.99
288 pp • 5¼ x 8

SELLING FEATURES
• A beginner-friendly guide to making magic happen
		 every day; includes easy and inspiring spells,
		 meditations, and rituals
• Includes detailed information on deities, kitchen
		 witchery, hexing, candle magic, spirit work, plant
		 magic, and more

Trade paperback original; illus., rec. reading, glossary
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft
OCC028000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Magick Studies

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Teaches readers how to craft their own tools and mix
		 medicinal potions

978-0-7387-5092-7

978-0-7387-3724-9

978-0-7387-6270-8

EMMA KATHRYN (Nottinghamshire, UK) is a staff writer at Witch Way Magazine, The House of
Twigs blog, Stone, Root, and Bone blog; the Spiral Nature blog; and Gods & Radicals. She has spoken at a number
of UK Pagan events, including Magickal Women Conference in London, and she has been interviewed on
The Witch Daily Show podcast.
www.EmmaKathrynWildWitchcraft.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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Witches, Heretics,
& Warrior Women
Ignite Your Rebel Spirit through Magick & Ritual

PHOENIX LeFAE

JANUARY 2022

Filled with transformative stories of powerful women
from legend and history—as well as rituals, crafts, and
workings for you to try—this book explores themes that
rebels, witches, warriors, and heretics confront as they
make their way in a patriarchal world. Each chapter
examines a topic like standing tall in your beliefs, finding
your voice, embracing your sexuality, and loving your
body, and shares hands-on practices designed to inspire
and support you as you connect with your inner witch,
heretic, and warrior. Within these pages, you will find
stories and exercises based on Circe, Anne Boleyn, Marie
Laveau, Mary Magdalene, Jeanne D’Arc, Salome, Boudicca,
Moving Robe Woman, and Harriet Tubman.
978-0-7387-6793-2 • US $17.99 CAN $24.99
264 pp • 5¼ x 8
Trade paperback original; bibliog., rec. reading
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft
OCC019000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspiration & Personal Growth

SELLING FEATURES
• An empowering spiritual exploration of women
		 who stood up to oppression and continue to inspire
		 the world with their example
•
		
		
		
		

Provides hands-on rituals, crafts, and tips for working
with ancestors, meditation, trance, personal
contemplation, walking between the worlds,
creating shrines and altars, leveling up your clan,
working with a cauldron, essential oils, and more

ALSO BY PHOENIX L e FAE

978-0-7387-6465-8

978-0-7387-6255-5

978-0-7387-6111-4

PHOENIX L e FAE

(Sebastopol, CA) is a professional reader, rootworker, teacher, and ritualist.
She has been practicing witchcraft for almost thirty years, and her teachings are connected to the
Reclaiming Tradition, Druidry, and Gardnerian Wicca. She is also the owner of an esoteric Goddess shop
called Milk & Honey.

www.PhoenixLeFae.com
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A Beginner’s Guide to Nature, Magic & Spirituality

DEBRA DeANGELO

JANUARY 2022

Join Debra DeAngelo as she teaches you the ABCs and
123s of Paganism. The first section is all about your
inner realm, where you’ll become reacquainted with your
true, natural self and reconnect with your body. The
second focuses on the natural world around you; you’ll
learn to spiritually connect with plants, animals, the
environment, the planet, and the cosmos. The third is
about the tantalizing mysteries of magic and mysticism,
where you’ll conduct simple rituals to further expand your
Pagan experience. Pagan Curious is designed like a beautiful
Pagan garden with 40+ activities—spells, meditations,
affirmations, altars, and meeting deity—from a variety of
world traditions that will enchant your spirit and help you
create a more magical life.

LLEWELLYN

Pagan Curious

978-0-7387-6653-9 • US $19.99 CAN $27.99
360 pp • 6 x 9
Trade paperback original; bibliog., rec. reading, illus.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
REL117000 Religion/Paganism & Neo-Paganism
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft

SELLING FEATURES
• This beginner’s guide to Paganism shows readers
		 basic skills like grounding, centering, and meditation
		 while introducing deities and magic
•
		
		
		

Includes 40+ hands-on exercises for connecting
with the elements, communicating with animals,
creating altars, meeting deity, journaling, spells,
and affirmations

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Features a foreword by Silver RavenWolf, bestselling
		 author of Solitary Witch (9780738703190)

978-0-7387-5205-1

978-0-7387-6270-8

978-0-7387-6380-4

DEBRA D e ANGELO

(California) is a long-time Pagan and the author of The Elements of Horse Spirit.
After twenty-six years as a managing editor in the field of print journalism, she turned her focus to books and
freelance writing. An award-winning, formerly syndicated columnist, she now writes feature stories and book
reviews for SageWoman and Witches & Pagans magazines in addition to facilitating tarot workshops.

www.DebraDeAngelo.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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Warrior Magic
Justice Spirituality and Culture from Around the World

TOMÁS PROWER

JANUARY 2022

Written with a mix of reverence and battle-cry inspiration,
Warrior Magic is the first multicultural journey into
understanding the role of magic in resistance and warfare
around the world. Tomás Prower invites you to journey
throughout history and see how people have allied with
spirits and the divine to defy their oppressors. This book
also features inspiring anecdotes and hands-on activities
shared by contributors from religions and cultures
across the world.
Warrior Magic is designed to help you apply lessons
from the past to modern problems. Learn from famous
warriors, including Joan of Arc, Sitting Bull, Sun Tzu,
and King Kamehameha. Explore a variety of underrepresented cultures and the strength they inspire in you.
This book arms you with the knowledge and skills needed
to build a better world and future.
978-0-7387-6797-0 • $19.99 CAN $27.99
384 pp • 6 x 9
Trade paperback original; bibliog.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC028000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Magick Studies

SELLING FEATURES
• A comprehensive, multicultural look at the magic
		 of strength, resistance, and leadership
•
		
		
		
		

Includes contributors, such as Najah Lightfoot,
David Salisbury, and B. Dave Walters, who represent
different spiritual paths and share how they
communicate and work with the divine to
overcome struggles

•
		
		
		

Presents historical and mythological lore on selfdefense, justice, inspiration, ambition, drive,
strategy, and other virtues associated with warriors
throughout history

ALSO BY TOMÁS PROWER

978-0-7387-6061-2

978-0-7387-5318-8

978-0-7387-4551-0

TOMÁS PROWER (Los Angeles, CA) is the international author of multiple books. He has lived and
worked in Buenos Aires, Santiago de Chile, Tijuana, Reno, and Long Beach. He is fluent in English, French, and
several dialects of Spanish. Tomás is a licensed mortuary professional and has previously served as the cultural
liaison between France, the United States, and the South American member states of Mercosur.
www.TomasPrower.com
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Connecting History with Science to Uncover
the Greatest Ghost Stories Ever Told

BRANDON ALVIS & MUSTAFA GATOLLARI

You will discover the critical historical details of each
location as well as the full story of the investigations,
exploring important events that have never been previously
revealed. The authors also include their groundbreaking
classification system for ghosts and hauntings that is
transforming the field of paranormal studies into a true
scientific discipline.

JANUARY 2022

Join Brandon Alvis and Mustafa Gatollari, stars of the hit
A&E television show Ghost Hunters, as they reveal the real
story behind six of their most compelling and terrifying
investigations. Within these pages, you will discover the
shocking secrets of the Athenaeum in Indianapolis, the
Madison Seminary in Ohio, the Worley Hotel in Texas,
the Glen House in Missouri, and the Okawville hotel and
Galena hospital in Illinois.

LLEWELLYN

Elements of a Haunting

978-0-7387-6822-9 • US $16.99 CAN $23.99
264 pp • 5¼ x 8
Trade paperback original; photos
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding audio, TV, film & dramatic
OCC023000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Supernatural

SELLING FEATURES
• A bone-chilling behind-the-scenes look at the best
		 evidence for paranormal activity, written by stars of
		 the A&E show Ghost Hunters
• Provides more frightening details of six cases, with
		 historical background and incredible evidence that
		 was cut out of the original episode

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Reveals a groundbreaking paranormal classification
		 system that supports a more scientific approach to
		 paranormal studies

978-0-7387-6741-3

978-0-7387-3750-8

BRANDON J ALVIS (Ventura, CA) is a star of the A&E program Ghost Hunters. He has used his scientifically oriented
techniques to investigate more than 200 public and private locations with his team, the American Paranormal Research Association.
www.BrandonJAlvis.com
MUSTAFA GATOLLARI

(East Rutherford, NJ) is a star of the A&E program Ghost Hunters, serving as historian and site
analyst for the team. He has investigated more than 80 locations, from abandoned factories to mass gravesites.

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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Tarot Rituals
Ceremonies, Ideas & Experiences for the Tarot Lover

NANCY ANTENUCCI

JANUARY 2022

Improve your connection to spirit, make special occasions
more meaningful, and become a better tarot reader with
nearly 100 rituals, spreads, and exercises. Tarot expert
Nancy Antenucci presents the fundamentals of ritual
practice and then applies them to all 78 cards, showing
you how to enjoy a plethora of group and solitary tarot
rituals. You’ll even learn how to create your own rituals.
Discover rituals for the solo reader, such as the Ritual of
Expression. Explore group rituals, including the Icebreaker
Ritual and the Seer Circle Ritual. This book also features
rituals for giving readings, rituals for birthdays and
sabbats, and rituals for formal events like blessings and
weddings. Drawing on 30 years of experience, Nancy
presents the alchemy of ritual and tarot—a powerful
combination that can transform your practice and life.
978-0-7387-6444-3 • US $18.99 CAN $26.99
288 pp • 6 x 9
Trade paperback original; illus., bibliog.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding TV, film, and dramatic
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/Tarot

SELLING FEATURES
• Provides nearly 100 tarot-based rituals for individuals,
		 groups, holidays; also teaches readers how to create
		 their own unique rituals
• Offers nearly 50 illustrations to accompany the rituals
		 and easy-to-follow instructions for deepening the
		 reader’s understanding of the cards

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Includes community-building rituals, healing journey
		 rituals, ceremonial rituals for formal events, and more

978-0-7387-4624-1
978-0-7387-5089-7

978-0-7387-1975-7

NANCY ANTENUCCI (St. Paul, MN) has been a tarot reader, teacher, and mentor for nearly 25
years and has helped hundreds of clients and students. She was dubbed “one of the best psychics” of the Twin
Cities by Twin Cities Metro magazine.
www.BetweenWorlds.us
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Embrace the Magic of Subtle Intuition, Natural Spirit
Communication, and Your Hidden Spiritual Life

ANGELA A. WIX

The Secret Psychic is a unique resource designed to help
you explore and practice your abilities when you can’t yet
open up to those around you. Learn how to fully connect
with and use your subtle intuition, how to recognize and
receive spirit communication, and how to eventually reveal
your true self to others. Featuring enlightening wisdom
from professional psychics, mediums, and intuition
experts, this book helps you fully embrace your personal
energetic power.

JANUARY 2022

Discover how to fully unite your hidden spiritual life
with your everyday reality using this book’s exercises and
insights. Author Angela A. Wix answers your burning
questions around what it means to be a secret psychic, how
to overcome common challenges, and how to integrate
your experience so you don’t feel like you’re caught
between two worlds.

LLEWELLYN

The Secret Psychic

978-0-7387-6608-9 • $19.99 CAN $27.99
336 pp • 6 x 9

SELLING FEATURES

Trade paperback original; bibliog., appendices, rec. resources
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding TV, film, and dramatic
OCC007000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Parapsychology/ESP
OCC019000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspiration & Personal Growth

• A practical, beginner-friendly guide to leading a
		 solitary and/or secret psychic practice
• Features useful advice from well-known and respected
		 psychics, mediums, and subtle energy experts,
		 including John Holland, and more
•
		
		
		

OF RELATED INTEREST

Includes guidance on a variety of psychic communication methods, how to receive psychic information,
and how to incorporate your spiritual side as part of
your whole self

978-0-7387-6224-1

978-0-7387-5748-3

978-0-7387-4968-6

ANGELA A. WIX

(Western Wisconsin) is the acquiring editor for body-mind-spirit titles at Llewellyn
Worldwide and is a Certified Medical Reiki Master (CMRM) and ordained minister of holistic healing. She is
the author of Llewellyn’s Little Book of Unicorns (9780738761817) and has contributed her writing to The Edge,
Elephant Journal, and Llewellyn’s Complete Book of Mindful Living (9780738746777). Angela has also professionally
practiced massage therapy and energy medicine.

www.AngelaAnn.Wix.com/arts

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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You Are Divine
A Search for the Goddess in All of Us

DAWN RENO LANGLEY, PhD

JANUARY 2022

This book reveals that the divine feminine dwells, at one
level or another, in all of us. Filled with empowering firsthand experiences of the divine feminine from spiritual
teachers and students from around the world, this book
serves as a stepping-off point for your spiritual journey.
Everyone holds the divine within them, but sometimes it
can be hard to find within ourselves.
You Are Divine shares dozens of journal prompts and
engaging activities along with supportive narratives
and inspiring advice. You can explore your own
process for taking back power, calling for justice and
balance, recognizing and celebrating the divine,
connecting with your creativity, exploring eco-feminism,
and so much more.
978-0-7387-6855-7 • US $18.99 CAN $26.99
288 pp • 6 x 9
Trade paperback original; glossary, bibliog., index
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding film, TV, and dramatic
OCC036050 Body, Mind & Spirit/Goddess Worship
OCC019000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspiration & Personal Growth

SELLING FEATURES
• A fabulous exploration of how women around the
		 world navigate the journey to finding their own
		 inner divine
• Includes powerful interviews and journaling prompts
		 to help you discover your connection to the traditional
		 faces of mother earth, the divine feminine, animals,
		 body image, sensuality, and the strength of women’s
		 stories

OF RELATED INTEREST

978-0-7387-4797-2
978-0-7387-5603-5

978-0-7387-1551-3

DAWN RENO LANGLEY, P h D, (Durham, NC) is a writer, social justice activist, TEDx speaker, and Fulbright specialist. She holds an MFA from Vermont College and a PhD from the Union Institute and University. She has taught classes on women’s
issues, spoken publicly about her own spiritual journey, and has published more than thirty books.
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An Introduction to the Hidden World of the Fae

EMILY CARDING
Illustrated by SIOLO THOMPSON

Author Emily carding shares exercises for all levels of
ability including visualizations, using a symbol as a
gateway to Faery, and taking an underworld journey
to meet your Faery ally. You will discover how to use
voice, dance, and movement to connect with the roots of
existence and drink from the healing waters in the world
of the Fae.

FEBRUARY 2022

This colorfully illustrated and designed pocket guide to
the world of Faery will bring you face-to-face with pixies,
will o’ the wisps, the tall and noble Sidhe, and so much
more. Seeking Faery includes fascinating insights into the
folklore and history of these magical beings and provides
techniques for deepening your connection and developing
honorable relationships with them.

LLEWELLYN

Seeking Faery

978-0-7387-6606-5 • US $18.99 CAN $26.99
288 pp • 5½ x 6¼

SELLING FEATURES
• A stylishly designed pocket guide to Faery with color
		 illustrations throughout by bestselling illustrator
		 Siolo Thompson

Hard Cover; illus., rec. reading, bibliog.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC036010 Body, Mind & Spirit/Celtic Spirituality
SOC011000 Social Science/Folklore & Mythology

• Deeply explores the myths, folklore, and cycles of the
		 Celtic lands that birthed the Fae
• Includes exercises and practices for visualization,
		 freeing the body, raising awareness of Faeries,
		 calling the directions, manifesting, and many more

OF RELATED INTEREST

978-0-7387-3133-9

978-0-7387-5679-0

978-0-7387-6189-3

EMILY CARDING (Hastings, East Sussex, UK) is an initiate of the Alexandrian Wiccan tradition and
has been working with Tarot for over twenty-five years. Emily is the creator of several tarot decks, including
The Transparent Tarot (Schiffer) and they’re the author of Faery Craft and So Potent Art (Llewellyn). Additionally,
they are the illustrator of Gods of the Vikings (Avalonia Books).

www.EmilyCarding.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

Welsh Witchcraft
A Guide to the Spirits, Lore, and Magic of Wales

MHARA STARLING

FEBRUARY 2022

The history of magic and witchcraft in Wales will inspire
any modern-day witch. Written by a Welsh practitioner,
this book shares the magical traditions of the land of the
red dragon, exploring deities, fairies, folklore, charms, and
magic with dozens of exercises for hands-on practice.
Explore the history and terminology of Welsh magic and
methods for honoring the land. Learn to connect with
Cerridwen, Rhiannon, and other deities as well as fairies
and mystical creatures. Discover how you can incorporate
traditional Welsh folk magic into your modern witchcraft
practice, with exercises for honoring those who came
before, connecting with the spirit of your home, protecting
against adversity and malignant spirits, changing the
weather, and much more.
978-0-7387-7091-8 • US $18.99 CAN $26.99
288 pp • 6 x 9
Trade paperback original; bibliog., rec. reading, glossary and
pronunciation guide, index
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft
OCC036010 Body, Mind & Spirit/Celtic Spirituality

SELLING FEATURES
• An accessible guide to Welsh and Celtic magic
		 presented by a popular teacher and native of Wales
•
		
		
		
		

Features dozens of hands-on spells and rituals,
including workings for healing, weather prognostication, cursing, lifting a curse, protection, celebrating
the solstice, divination, creating altars, and
many more

•
		
		
		

Provides readers with a knowledge of the virtues
of the natural world as ascribed to herbs, trees and
plants within the Welsh continuum of magic and folk
magical practices

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Mhara Starling has over 98,000 followers and more
		 than a million views on TikTok
978-0-7387-6382-8

978-0-7387-3705-8

978-0-7387-3349-4

MHARA STARLING (Chester, England) was born in North Wales, raised on the Isle of Anglesey, and
is a native Welsh speaker. She is a transgender woman who has been practicing witchcraft from a very young
age, and her witchcraft videos on TikTok have more than a million views. Mhara is a celebrant and a tarot
reader, and she runs moots, gatherings, and open rituals. She was featured in the BBC Wales documentary
series Young, Welsh and Pretty Religious.
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Lessons on Chaos, Laughter & Loyalty
from the Norse Gods

LEA SVENDSEN

Join Heathen author Lea Svendsen on a rich exploration
of these two Norse deities, together and separate. Discover
their adventures in parenthood, their complicated
relationships with other gods, and the entertaining
exploits that only a trickster can accomplish. Learn how
to set up an altar to each of them, what offerings they like,
and how to perform rituals. You’ll also find insights on
Loki and Sigyn from Pagan and Heathen leaders.

FEBRUARY 2022

This captivating book takes you deep into the infamous
legacy of Loki and his wife Sigyn. As a controversial
and misunderstood figure in Heathenry, Loki is often
approached with trepidation. But this book introduces
you to his true self: a trickster, but a devoted husband and
creative problem-solver, too. You’ll also learn about Sigyn,
the often forgotten goddess of loyalty and compassion.

LLEWELLYN

Loki and Sigyn

978-0-7387-6931-8 • US $16.99 CAN $23.99
216 pp • 5¼ x 8

SELLING FEATURES

Trade paperback original; bibliog., glossary, index
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC000000 Body, Mind & Spirit/General
REL117000 Religion/Paganism & Neo-Paganism
SOC011000 Social Science/Folklore & Mythology

• An in-depth guide to Loki, the Norse trickster god,
		 and Sigyn, the goddess of loyalty; includes instruction
		 on rituals, devotionals, and offerings
• Includes a comprehensive look at Loki’s reputation
		 and portrayal in mythology

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Provides a variety of ways to worship Loki and Sigyn,
		 together and separately, and bring their energy into
		 the reader’s modern practice
• Features well-known contributors, including
		 Patricial Lafayllve and Erika Wren, and a foreword
		 by Mortellus

978-0-87542-137-7

978-0-7387-6535-8

978-0-7387-6004-9

LEA SVENDSEN

(Eastern Pennsylvania) has a lifetime of experience working with the Norse pantheon. Her father and paternal grandfather were Heathens, and she’s an active and respected member of the
Northeast Heathen Community. As a nun of Loki and a priestess of Sigyn, Lea has given presentations and led
workshop-style discussions about them.

www.LevleLoki.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

Angels and Goddesses
Manifest Your Desires with Angelic Intelligence

CRYSTAL POMEROY

FEBRUARY 2022

This book is all about connecting with archangels and
their twin flame goddesses. You will discover seven
pairings of angels and goddesses with dozens of hands-on
invocations, prayers, mandalas, visualizations, and rituals.
This book also teaches you how to work with chakras and
focuses on bringing out feminine archetypes as you work
with goddesses from a variety of world cultures.
Each chapter explains who the archangels and goddesses
are, how they can help, and how to connect with them.
Angels are here to help you retrieve your hidden gifts—
from healing, compassion, and transmutation to courage,
focus, and authority. The techniques in this book will
support your work with the angels and their goddess
companions so you can restore your confidence and true
power.
978-0-7387-6489-4 • US $17.99 CAN $24.99
288 pp • 5¼ x 8
Trade paperback original; bibliog., pronunciation guide
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding film, TV & dramatic
OCC032000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Angels & Spirit Guides

SELLING FEATURES
•
		
		
		

A practical guide to working with seven angels
and their twin flame goddess companions, with
visualizations, chakra work, invocations, prayers,
rituals, and more

•
		
		
		
		
		
		

Includes accessible introductions to Hophiel and
Constance for beauty and intuition; Chamuel and
Charity for love and self-esteem; Uriel and Grace for
abundance; Gabriel and Hope for blessing and
spiritual rebirth; Zadkiel and Amethyst for forgiveness and alchemy; Michael and Faith for protection;
and Raphael and Mary for healing

OF RELATED INTEREST

978-1-56718-795-3

978-0-7387-6671-3

978-0-7387-6269-2

CRYSTAL POMEROY (Mexico City, Mexico) has been teaching metaphysics and personal development for more than twenty years. She is a radio and television host and contributes astrology and ritual
tips for newspapers and magazines. Crystal is the author of the Spanish-language book Los Pergaminos de la
Abundancia. Additionally, she produces a line of self-help audio products. Her YouTube videos have more than
600,000 views.
www.CrystalPomeroy.com
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Restoring Harmony and Emotional Wellbeing
Through Spiritual Connection

KATE OSBORNE

Author Kate Osborne shares affirmations, meditations,
ceremonies, mirror and labyrinth work, and more, all of
them designed to help you engage with the goddesses’
mythology. Free yourself from emotional bondage with
the story of Hine-Nui-Te-Po, seek redemption with Skadi’s
tale, and nurture your creations with Gaia. Whenever life
throws a curve ball, these goddesses’ stories will uplift and
encourage you.

FEBRUARY 2022

Featuring mantras, exercises, and rituals, The Goddess
Resolution shows you how to triumph over any negative
influence in your life with the help of powerful goddesses
from around the world. You’ll be introduced to Eingana,
Lilith, Pandora, Sedna, Hekate, Oya, and nearly a dozen
more incredible deities whose stories will inspire you. Each
one empowers you to create and navigate your unique
path to emotional well-being.

LLEWELLYN

The Goddess Resolution

978-0-7387-6334-7 • US $17.99 CAN $24.99
264 pp • 5¼ x 8

SELLING FEATURES

Trade paperback original; reading list
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC036050 Body, Mind & Spirit/Goddess Worship
OCC019000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspiration & Personal Growth

• Includes a foreword by Eliana Harvey, a Shamanka,
		 medicine woman, healer, and leader in women’s
		 Shamanism
• Features rituals, meditations, and mantras for
		 connecting with universal goddess energy and
		 finding emotional balance no matter what life brings

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Presents invocations to help heal past wounds,
		 exercises for self-discovery, and guidance on
		 developing the reader’s personal power

978-0-7387-4797-2
978-0-7387-5741-4

978-0-7387-5962-3

KATE OSBORNE (Devon, England) is an editor, writer, and creative artist. Formerly editor-in-chief of
Kindred Spirit magazine, she founded Solarus Publishing, part of Solarus Ltd, to focus on oracle cards.

www.SolarusFoundation.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

Psychic Skills for
Magic & Witchcraft
Developing Your Spirit, Intuition & Clairvoyance

CAT GINA COLE

FEBRUARY 2022

Psychic Skills for Magic & Witchcraft is a step-by-step
guide through the process of discovering and honing
one’s skills as a psychic, from foundations to advanced
techniques. Psychic and Witch Cat Gina Cole shares
explanations and hands-on practices for letting go,
stepping aside, and facing fears as well as working with
the “clairs” and applying psychic talents to mediumship,
divination, and deities.
Within these pages, you will find hands-on tips for the
mantic arts and kinesis, pathworking, remote viewing,
aspecting, channeling, astral travel, and dreamwork.
You will learn the secrets of intuition, synchronicity,
manifesting, the law of attraction, trancework, and glamor.
This book is designed to help you explore, build, and apply
your psychic skills for a more magical and empowered life.
978-0-7387-6768-0 • US $16.99 CAN $23.99
240 pp • 5¼ x 8

SELLING FEATURES

Trade paperback original; glossary, bibliog., index
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft
OCC028000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Magick Studies
OCC007000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Parapsychology/ESP

• An accessible guide to discovering and developing
		 your psychic abilities, intuition, mediumship,
		 relationships with deities, and more
•
		
		
		

Includes dozens of hands-on exercises for manifestation, synchronicity, psychometry, pathworking,
invisibility, telepathy, clairvoyance, and overcoming
social conditioning

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Includes a foreword by Phaedra Bonewits, Pagan
		 luminary and author of Real Energy

978-0-7387-6084-1

978-0-7387-4917-4

978-0-7387-6185-5

CAT GINA COLE

(Southern Oregon) was initiated into the magical system of her mother and
grandmother at the age of thirteen. She is a hedgewitch, practitioner of Hermetic magic, psychic, teacher, and
walker of many worlds. She ran Rowan Tree Pagan Ministries for five years. Cat currently serves as Priestess
and coleader, with Phaedra Bonewits, of the Coven of the Rising Phoenix.

www.CatGinaCole.com
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Make Sensitivity Your Strength

KRISTY ROBINETT

Empath Kristy Robinett assures that nothing is wrong
with you; you’re not too sensitive or weak. Kristy presents
exercises and meditations, inspiring client and personal
stories, and the crystals and essential oils that are most
helpful for empaths. Discover the various types of
empaths, which type you are, and how to protect yourself
from whatever life brings. This book nourishes your soul
and transforms you into an empathic warrior.

FEBRUARY 2022

When you feel alone in a crowded world and the weight
of negativity is overwhelming, this book lifts you up
and shares the secrets to both surviving and thriving as
an empath. Down to earth and easy to use, Embrace Your
Empathy reveals the many gifts of being empathic and how
using them can heal both yourself and those around you.

LLEWELLYN

Embrace Your Empathy

978-0-7387-5955-5 • US $17.99 CAN $24.99
264 pp • 5¼ x 8
Trade paperback original; bibliog.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding TV, film, and dramatic
OCC018000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Parapsychology/General

SELLING FEATURES
• Beginner-friendly guide to being a confident, healthy
		 empath; teaches readers to turn empathy into a
		 strength and protect themselves from negative
		 influence
• Includes exercises, meditations, and stories that
		 empower empaths to rise above their feelings of
		 loneliness and inferiority
•
		
		
		

ALSO BY KRISTY ROBINETT

Features detailed information on the various types
of empathy, how readers can determine their
personal type, and resources that help readers gain
confidence and understanding of their abilities

978-0-7387-4073-7

978-0-7387-5091-0

978-0-7387-5716-2

KRISTY ROBINETT (Michigan) is a revolutionary psychic medium and astrologer. In addition to
giving readings and teaching workshops, she uses her psychic skills to assist with police investigations. Kristy
lectures across the country and is a frequent media commentator, appearing on the ID Channel’s Restless Souls,
Fox News, ABC News, Coast to Coast, and more.
www.KristyRobinett.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

Lost Soul, Wise Soul
How Challenging Past Lives Shape Our Future

KAREN JOY

FEBRUARY 2022

Drawing on her most compelling client cases, author
Karen Joy shows you the natural arc of a soul’s journey
over many lifetimes—including violent or negative ones—
until we finally come back to the light. This book reveals
how souls begin, how they enter lives on earth, and how
experiencing a diverse range of lives teaches them to be
wiser and happier.
Your soul’s journey is sometimes burdened with difficult
past lives, and they can cause your present self to replay or
struggle with negative experiences. Through fascinating
and inspiring case studies, Lost Soul, Wise Soul shows
that you can overcome a history of bad or even criminal
behavior and reconnect to your soul’s source energy. This
book helps you reclaim your power and step into joy.
978-0-7387-7007-9 • $17.99 CAN $24.99
240 pp • 6 x 9
Trade paperback original; rec. reading
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC022000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Reincarnation

SELLING FEATURES
• Presents numerous case studies of challenging past
		 lives that help the reader’s soul evolve and reconnect
		 with the light when they’ve been impacted by
		 negativity
• Teaches readers about the soul’s journey and how
		 difficult pasts can shape that journey

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Written by an accomplished psychologist who is a
		 member of the Michael Newton Institute

978-0-7387-5834-3

978-1-56718-485-3

978-0-7387-5395-9

KAREN JOY

(Queensland, Australia) has been a registered psychologist for thirty years with decades
of experience counseling individuals and couples. Her practice, Life Between Lives Regression, focuses on current life, past life, and life between lives regressions. She is a registered hypnotherapist with the Hypnotherapy
Council of Australia and a member of the Michael Newton Institute for Life Between Lives Hypnotherapy.

www.LifeBetweenLivesRegression.com.au
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ANDREA TAYLOR

Your birth chart is who you are; no one else has the same
one. This modern book shows how the elements of your
chart work together to create the unique individual you are.
Discover your cardinal, fixed, and mutable signs. Explore
the elements, planet conjunctions, and the quadrants. All
this and more is waiting inside this guide—and with no
math required.

FEBRUARY 2022

Concise, beginner-friendly, and with nothing left undone,
this practical book teaches you how to interpret a
birth chart with ease. You might be intimidated by the
complexity of your chart, but this book makes it simple—
all you need is your date, time, and location of birth. Using
a method she has perfected over forty years of teaching
and counseling, Andrea Taylor guides you through the
houses, planets, aspects, angles, nodes, and more.

LLEWELLYN

Birth Chart Interpretation
Plain & Simple

978-0-7387-6987-5 • US $18.99 CAN $26.99
288 pp • 6 x 9
Trade paperback original; illus.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC002000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Astrology/General

SELLING FEATURES
• A comprehensive, user-friendly guide to birth chart
		 interpretation that is simple and easy to follow
• Presents houses, aspects, nodes, synastry, and
		 cardinal, mutable, and fixed signs; introduces readers
		 to topics not often covered in beginner astrology
		 books

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Features thorough and specific information on chart
		 interpretation that won’t overwhelm readers who are
		 new to the practice

978-0-7387-1071-6
978-0-7387-5820-6

978-0-7387-3563-4

ANDREA TAYLOR

(Dorset, England) has been an astrological counselor for over forty years. Originally self-taught, she
studied through the Huber School in the mid-1980s. She started teaching birth chart interpretation soon after, and she’s had clients
worldwide. Andrea is also the author of The Astrology Book (Honeybee Books, 2014).

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

Soul Cats Tarot
LEEZA ROBERTSON & ADAM OEHLERS

APRIL 2022

Rediscover your passion for play, your sense of adventure,
and your capacity for love with help from the soul
cats, a divine group of felines who work in conjunction
with angels. This gorgeous deck introduces you to an
abundance of spiritual guides and teaches you how to
apply their wisdom and strengths to your life. Featuring
a guidebook by tarot expert Leeza Robertson and
spectacular illustrations by Adam Oehlers, Soul Cats Tarot
showcases both glamoured (ordinary in appearance) and
unglamoured (divine in appearance) cats to inspire your
readings.

LEEZA ROBERTSON (Las Vegas, NV) is the co-creator
of Cirque du Tarot (9780738764085) and the author of The
Divine Practice of Angel Numbers (9780738766713), Tarot Healer
(9780738763767), Animal Totem Tarot (9780738743486), and
Mermaid Tarot (9780738751092).

Bit.ly/LeezaRobertson
978-0-7387-6782-6 • US $31.99 CAN $44.99
Boxed kit (5½ x 8) includes a 78-card deck and
216-page full-color guidebook
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC005000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/General
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TUDORBETH

MARCH 2022

Plants, trees, wildlife, the environment, and even
weather phenomena are sacred to the hedgewitch.
This book shares hundreds of recipes, spells, potions,
and crafts to help you reconnect with the elemental
energies and the turning of the Wheel. The Hedgewitch’s
Little Book of Seasonal Magic follows the sun around
its seasonal year, providing recipes for jams, jellies,
chutneys, and syrups as well as seasonal spells, Esbat
rituals, and correspondences. Within these pages,
you will discover enchantments for safe travels, luck,
preventing floods, increased passion, and many other
purposes. Author Tudorbeth has designed this book to
help strengthen your magic through a connection to
elemental energies and the natural world.

LLEWELLYN

The Hedgewitch’s Little
Book of Seasonal Magic

978-0-7387-6992-9 • US $16.99 CAN $23.99
312 pp • 5½ x 6¼

SELLING FEATURES

Trade paperback original; illus., bibliog.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft

• A charming, accessible guide to natural magic by an
		 authentic hedgewitch; filled with spells, recipes, and
		 magical craft projects
• Includes recipes for winter spice marmalade, nettle
		 beer, thyme syrup for coughs and colds, peony jelly,
		 and onion and pineapple chutney
• Craft projects include: a March storms wand, Mabon
		 apple garland, summer mermaid crystal shells,
		 and a leaf glass mandala

OF RELATED INTEREST

978-0-7387-6745-1

978-0-7387-1423-3

978-0-7387-5789-6

TUDORBETH

(Lincolnshire, UK) is the principal of the British College of Witchcraft and Wizardry
and teaches courses on witchcraft. She is the author of numerous books, including A Spellbook for the Seasons
(Eddison Books, 2019) and The Hedgewitch’s Little Book of Spells, Charms & Brews. Tudorbeth is a hereditary practitioner; her great grandmother was a well-known tea reader in Ireland while her Welsh great grandmother was
a healer and wise woman.

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

The Witch’s Name
Crafting Identities of Magical Power

STORM FAERYWOLF

MARCH 2022

The magical name is one of the most powerful tools in
Witchcraft. It’s a spell you cast each time you use it, and
your moniker helps transform you into the kind of Witch
you want to be. With meditation, rituals, journaling,
and magic, The Witch’s Name helps you explore your own
strengths and weaknesses as you create a magical persona,
that part of your deep self that is the root of your magical
power. Storm Faerywolf is the perfect guide through
the history and mythology of magical names, sharing
fascinating ideas for how animals, plants, astrology, and
tarot can help you form your magical identity. You’ll learn
how to engage numerology and ritual practices to claim
your name, and you’ll enjoy wise words from well-known
contributors, including Mat Auryn, Phoenix LeFae, Gwion
Raven, and Laura Tempest Zakroff.
978-0-7387-6769-7 • US $16.99 CAN $23.99
240 pp • 5¼ x 8
Trade paperback original; bibliog.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding TV, film, and dramatic
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft
OCC028000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Magick Studies

SELLING FEATURES
• An accessible introduction to developing a magical
		 name for yourself or for your coven/group
•
		
		
		

Includes twenty-four hands-on exercises and rituals
for awakening your spirit, cultivating the spiritual
impact of your dreams, developing a unique and
powerful personal emblem, and more

ALSO BY STORM FAERYWOLF

978-0-7387-5015-6

978-0-7387-5652-3

STORM FAERYWOLF

(Antioch, CA) is a professional author, teacher, warlock, priest, and initiate
of the Faery tradition of witchcraft. He holds the Black Wand of a Master and is the founder of the BlueRose
lineage of Faery. He is one of the founding teachers of the Black Rose school of witchcraft, and he travels
internationally teaching the magical arts.

www.Faerywolf.com
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Navigate Life’s Crossroads with Story,
Ritual & Sacred Astrology

DANIELLE BLACKWOOD

MARCH 2022

Featuring meditations, stories, affirmations, and more,
this compelling book helps light your way through the
crossroads of life. Danielle Blackwood offers guidance for
every major astrological transit, from the Saturn return
to the Uranus opposition. This book also presents a wide
variety of self-care tools, including journal reflections,
therapeutic rituals, crystals, and herbs. A Lantern in the
Dark makes it easy to find out when your transits are so
you can let go of the past, navigate the present, and create
a better future. Learn from mythology and folklore, unlock
new levels of self-awareness, and support your loved ones
through their own difficult times. This beginner-friendly
book shows you what hurdles await and how to overcome
them through astrology.

LLEWELLYN

A Lantern in the Dark

“An illuminating guidebook for some of life’s most
challenging astrological transits.”
—Acyuta-bhava Das (Adam Elenbaas),
astrologer and author of Fishers of Men
978-0-7387-6868-7 • US $18.99 CAN $26.99
264 pp • 6 x 9

SELLING FEATURES
•
		
		
		
		

Teaches readers of any experience level how to
navigate the astrological transitions of adult life
and turn challenges into unique strengths;
can be a useful complement to many types of
therapy and self-help

Trade paperback original; bibliog., glossary
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding TV, film, and dramatic
OCC019000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspiration & Personal Growth
OCC002000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Astrology/General
SEL000000 Self-Help/General

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Includes rituals, meditations, affirmations, folklore,
		 and other tools to help move through major transits
		 with ease
• Features guidance on the archetypal energy beneath
		 life’s circumstances and how to reframe difficult
		 experiences through those archetypes

978-0-7387-5603-5

978-0-7387-4517-6

978-0-7387-6310-1

DANIELLE BLACKWOOD

(Salt Spring Island, British Columbia) has studied and practiced
astrology for more than thirty years. She is certified in the principles and practice of contemporary psychological astrology, and she is a registered therapeutic counselor (RTC). As a priestess, she has been facilitating
workshops, classes, ceremonies, and retreats since 1994. She is also the author of The Twelves Faces of the Goddess.

www.DanielleBlackwood.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

The Witch’s Book
of Spellcraft
A Practical Guide to Connecting with the Magick of
Candles, Crystals, Plants & Herbs

JASON MANKEY, MATT CAVALLI,
AMANDA LYNN & ARI MANKEY

MARCH 2022

Nearly all Witches practice some form of magick. This
book is a collection of hands-on magickal lore from
four Witchcraft writers and includes nearly one hundred
specific spells for a variety of purposes. You will discover
magickal uses for candles, herbs and plants, stones and
crystals, oils, and incense, and much more. The Witch’s
Book of Spellcraft shares spells for protection, luck, selflove, driving away enemies, spiritual cleansing, attracting
customers, and other specific needs. The authors provide
detailed tips for working with earth energy, color
correspondences, creative visualizations, and even the
magick of hair. Whether you desire love, money, safe
travels, or better bonding with your animal companion,
this book includes the magickal tips you need to manifest
your will in the world.
978-0-7387-6874-8 • US $27.99 CAN $38.99
408 pp • 7 x 10

SELLING FEATURES
• A fascinating collection of Witchcraft lore and practice
		 with nearly 100 spells and ideas for 100 more
•
		
		
		

Includes spells from the four primary authors as well
as special contributors, including Madame Pamita,
Lilith Dorsey, Thorn Mooney, Phoenix LeFae, and
Astrea Taylor

• You will discover spellwork for a variety of common
		 purposes using candles, herbs, stones, crystals,
		 essential oils, incense, and much more

Trade paperback original; appendices, bibliog., glossary, index
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft
OCC028000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Magick Studies

ALSO BY JASON MANKEY

978-0-7387-6308-8

978-0-7387-6307-1

978-0-7387-6091-9

JASON MANKEY, MATT CAVALLI, AMANDA LYNN, and ARI MANKEY
(Bay Area, CA) have practiced Witchcraft together for more than a decade, and they help run two Witchcraft
covens. Jason is a popular speaker at Pagan and Witchcraft events across North America and Great Britain.
He writes online for the Patheos Pagan channel and in print for Witches & Pagans.

www.PanMankey.com
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A Magical Adventure to Connect with the Spirit of Trees

PENNY BILLINGTON

Discover how to sense a tree’s aura and learn to breathe
with the landscape. Explore the secrets of exchanging gifts
and mirroring the movements of the dryads. Whether you
are interested in living a more enchanted life or learning
how to absorb the resilience of our stalwart friends, this
book’s lessons and charms will help you manifest the
energy of the trees from roots to crown.

MARCH 2022

This book shows how to build a profound magical
relationship with a dryad—the spirit or life force of the
trees. Nine Ways to Charm a Dryad shares meditations,
exercises, writing prompts, and tips for creative art
projects designed to support communication with the
wise spiritual beings found in the forests and fields.

LLEWELLYN

Nine Ways to Charm a Dryad

978-0-7387-6875-5 • US $19.99 CAN $27.99
288 pp • 6 x 9
Trade paperback original; illus., appendices, bibliog.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC032000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Angels & Spirit Guides
OCC033000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Gaia & Earth Energies
OCC028000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Magick Studies

SELLING FEATURES
•
		
		
		

A guide to creating spiritual relationships with tree
spirits with nine thematic hands-on charms that
anyone can perform, regardless of background or
belief system

•
		
		
		

Author Penny Billington provides hands-on exercises,
such as meditations, writing prompts, and creative
art projects to open your spirit to the blessings,
advice, and guidance of the trees

ALSO BY PENNY BILLINGTON

• Includes tips for people who are not able to venture
		 outdoors and those with mobility restrictions

978-0-7387-4090-4

978-0-7387-2346-4

PENNY BILLINGTON (Wells, Somerset, England) is an active member of the Order of Bards,
Ovates and Druids and has edited the Order’s magazine, Touchstone, for nineteen years. She regularly facilitates workshops in the UK and Europe, organizes rituals, gives lectures, and runs a Druid Grove. She is also
a frequent guest on the Order’s Facebook group, hosting events called “Tea with a Druid” and “The Private
Magician’s Club.” She lives on the green Somerset levels, near Glastonbury, England.
www.PennyBillington.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

From Grief to Healing
A Holistic Guide to Rebuilding Mind, Body,
& Spirit After Loss

AMANDA MACKENZIE

MARCH 2022

This beautifully designed hardcover book is a guide to
working through grief and healing in mind, body, and
spirit. Author Amanda Mackenzie provides a collection of
simple practices to support those who have experienced
the death of a loved one, helping you remain present
to your grief and move toward recovery. Explore the
emotions, thoughts, symptoms, and spiritual energy of
loss as you learn how to identify the pathways to healing.
To be human is to experience grief, and the path to
recovery has many twists and turns. Wherever you are with
your grief, this book is designed to help you navigate the
ups and downs as you reconnect with the spiritual energy
of healing after loss.
978-0-7387-6675-1 • US $18.99 CAN $26.99
360 pp • 5 x 7

SELLING FEATURES
• A lovely introduction to using spiritual practices to
		 work through grief and loss; includes illustrations
		 and two-color design throughout

Hard Cover; illus., rec. reading, index, appendices
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding TV and film
OCC011000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Healing/General
OCC019000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspiration & Personal Growth
SEL010000 Self-Help/Death, Grief, Bereavement

• Each chapter shares hands-on practices to assist you,
		 including affirmations, meditations, essential oils,
		 rituals, chakra work, and more

OF RELATED INTEREST

978-0-7387-6689-8

978-0-7387-6249-4

978-0-7387-6420-7

AMANDA MACKENZIE (Canberra, Australia) is a holistic counselor, leadership consultant, and coach. She has designed
and taught counseling education programs for St. Mark’s College and Australian Catholic University.

www.AmandaMackenzie.com.au
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Activate Your Power for Enlightenment

SHANNON YRIZARRY

MARCH 2022

Kundalini can transform your mind, body, and soul
and help you find true happiness. With this book, you
will learn how to awaken your kundalini, let go of fear,
and cultivate pure contentment. Join kundalini expert
Shannon Yrizarry as she shares tips and techniques for
breathwork, meditation, incantations, mantras, mudras,
working with herbs, spiritual nutrition, chakras, crystals,
essential oils, incense, astrology, and dream work.
Kundalini Energy teaches you how to strip away your
burdensome material attachments while providing simple
techniques to harmonize the energy of your body and
connect to the power of universal consciousness. These
amazing spiritual practices support your efforts to clear
negative karma, strengthen your immune system, work
through anxiety and depression, and improve your vitality.

LLEWELLYN

Kundalini Energy

978-0-7387-6828-1 • US $19.99 CAN $27.99
288 pp • 6 x 9
Trade paperback original; illus., bibliog., index
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC011010 Body, Mind & Spirit/Healing/Energy (Chi Kung, Reiki, Polarity)

SELLING FEATURES
• A beginner-friendly guide to the practices and
		 theories of kundalini by a respected teacher
• Filled with simple hands-on exercises, including
		 meditations, mantras, mudras, chakra work and
		 much more

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Includes 32 illustrations to lead readers through the
		 physical practices and demonstrate how to link the
		 body with the spirit

978-0-7387-6747-5
978-0-7387-2588-8

978-1-56718-473-0

SHANNON YRIZARRY

(San Diego, CA) is a certified yoga teacher and professional clairvoyant
who has written extensively in the wellness field. She teaches meditation and leads workshops on transforming
the physical and emotional self through living a yogic lifestyle. She is also a certified Reiki practitioner and has
done astrology readings, dream interpretations, and tarot for celebrities and television. Shannon is the author
of Modern Guide to Meditation Beads (9780738765013) and Psychic Yoga (9780738764467).

www.ShannonYrizarry.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

Lunar Nodes
What They Mean and How They Affect Your Life

WENDELL C. PERRY

MARCH 2022

Explore a new approach to the mystery of lunar nodes
with this fascinating book on how your life is affected
when the planets aspect them. The planetary bodies act
like visitors to the nodes, and they often have a strong
impact on you as they come and go. Lunar Nodes teaches
you which planets aspect the nodes in your birth chart,
how they influence your personality, and how to use that
knowledge to achieve your life’s purpose.
Lunar Nodes reveals each planet’s archetypes on a chapterby-chapter basis, making it easy for you to look up each
one and how it functions when aspecting the nodes.
Featuring thorough research and hundreds of examples,
this remarkable book shows you how to best utilize the
cosmic connection between planets and lunar nodes.
978-0-7387-7008-6 • US $18.99 CAN $26.99
264 pp • 6 x 9
Trade paperback original
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC002000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Astrology/General

SELLING FEATURES
• An accessible and unique guide to improving the
		 reader’s life by learning how the planets aspect the
		 lunar nodes; no astrology experience necessary
• Organized so that readers can easily jump to a specific
		 planet and node combination and learn what
		 archetype is associated with that planet

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Includes a wide variety of celebrity examples to help
		 readers better understand how the nodes and
		 archetypes affect them

978-0-7387-1337-3
978-0-7387-6422-1

978-0-7387-1896-5

WENDELL C. PERRY

(Lexington, KY) is an astrologer with more than 25 years of experience. He’s also a member of the
International Society for Astrological Research.

www.GoodGollyAstrology.com
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Recipes & Rituals for the Modern Goddess

ALISE MARIE

Luxuriate in potent potions, joyous rituals, healing
brews, and stylish cocktails to achieve ageless beauty
and seductive confidence. Craft plant-powered
elixirs, oils, creams, and face masks that give you
irresistibly smooth skin and gorgeous hair. Align
with the cycles of the moon, explore the power of
nature, and connect with beauty-related goddesses.
Time-tested and visibly effective, these recipes
and rituals reveal the enchanted beauty that is
your birthright.

APRIL 2022

Learn how to be your most spellbinding self, inside
and out, through every stage of your life with this fullcolor book of beauty and wellness secrets. Alise Marie
guides you into the beauty witch’s inner sanctum,
where you’ll find empowerment and practical magick
that elevates your routine from a monotonous chore
to a sensual ceremony.

LLEWELLYN

The Beauty Witch’s Secrets

978-0-7387-6984-4 • US $19.99 CAN $27.99
288 pp • 6½ x 8

SELLING FEATURES
•
		
		
		
		

A beginner-friendly guide to natural health and skin
care; includes color photos and recipes for a wide
variety of healthy beauty potions, including face
masks, oils, creams, exfoliants, teas, brews, elixirs,
and beauty cocktails

• Features eco-friendly, cruelty-free, and vegan ingredi		 ents and tools as well as instructions on how to make
		 the reader’s beauty routine into a meaningful ritual

Trade paperback original; color photos, rec. reading
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding TV, film, and dramatic
OCC002600 Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft
HEA003000 Health & Fitness/Beauty & Grooming

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Presents special chapters on beauty-related goddesses,
		 recipes specifically for men, incorporating the lunar
		 cycle, and ritualizing baths and sleep

978-0-7387-5046-0
978-0-7387-6488-7

978-0-7387-4602-9

ALISE MARIE (Upstate New York) is an actress, writer, and certified holistic nutritionist. She has been
concocting health and beauty potions for over 30 years and has been featured in magazines, websites, and live
events. She is a contributor to Enchanted Living magazine, which also presents her monthly online column “The
Beauty Witch.” She’s also a contributing author in The Unicorn Handbook (Harper Collins, June 2020).

www.TheBeautyWitch.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

Witchful Thinking
The Wise Woman’s Handbook for Creating a Charmed Life

ZOË HOWE

APRIL 2022

From stirring your tea to smashing the patriarchy, Witchful
Thinking helps you create a charmed life full of magic and
inspiration. Featuring fun and fresh techniques, spiritual
advice, and enough empowerment to rock each day, this
book reveals your inner wise woman and the wonder all
around you.
Join Zoë Howe on a journey into witchcraft, feminism,
and vibrant health. Designed for women of all identities,
this book gives you the confidence to cast your own spells,
own your body type, and start your personal revolution.
Explore the foundational techniques and topics of magic,
from pentagram power and lunar lore to chakras and
divination. Enjoy witchy tips from Zoe and various wise
women contributors. A little witchful thinking is all you
need to transform your life.
978-0-7387-6843-4 • US $18.99 CAN $26.99
312 pp • 5¼ x 8
Trade paperback original; illus., bibliog., rec. reading, index
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft
OCC019000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspiration & Personal Growth
OCC036050 Body, Mind & Spirit/Goddess Worship

SELLING FEATURES
• An empowering guide that encourages readers to see
		 the magic all around them and connect with nature
• Offers a wide range of topics, including lunar lore,
		 wheel of the year, planetary magic, weather magic,
		 plant magic, and crystal magic

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Features contributors Madame Pamita, Freya Ingva,
		 Laura Keeble, Linda Yael-Schiller, Jane Claire Bradley,
		 and others

978-0-7387-6092-6

978-0-7387-6519-8

978-0-7387-5678-3

ZOË HOWE

(Essex, UK) is a lifelong witch and rock ’n roll writer who has contributed to a wide variety
of publications, including Rolling Stone, Washington Post, Forbes, The Guardian, and Teen Vogue. She has appeared
on UK television and radio for BBC and Sirius, and she is a Royal Literary Fellow at Newnham College,
University of Cambridge.

www.ZoeHowe.com
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Slavic Magic from the Witch of the Woods

MADAME PAMITA

APRIL 2022

Baba Yaga’s Book of Witchcraft is an exciting book
of ancient and modern Slavic magical practices. In
this book, Baba Yaga shares her stories and the
secrets of her magical crafts, talismans, inscriptions,
incantations, and rituals. Join author Madame Pamita
as she shows you how to put the elder-witch’s wisdom
into practice. You’ll learn how to use Ukrainian
folk embroidery motifs as protective charms, weave
wreaths from herbs, make magical poppets, and work
with the spirits of the forest, the hearth, and the
sauna. With illustrations in every chapter and a
bounty of tips and information, this book teaches you
to embrace the beauty and power of these traditional
practices and reclaim your personal magic.

LLEWELLYN

Baba Yaga’s
Book of Witchcraft

978-0-7387-6789-5 • US 26.99 CAN 36.99
384 pp • 7½ x 9¼

SELLING FEATURES

Trade paperback original; illus., glossary, bibliog., appendices, index
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft
SOC011000 Social Science/Folklore & Mythology

• A beginner-friendly book of traditional and modern
		 Slavic magic with dozens of illustrations
• Each chapter includes a piece of the fairytale of
		 Vasylyna, comments from Baba Yaga herself, and
		 hands-on tips and techniques from the author
• Discover classic magical practices alongside authentic
		 folk tales about the birth of the sun, the land of the
		 blessed ones, and the spirits that live right beside us

ALSO BY MADAME PAMITA

978-0-7387-6473-3

MADAME PAMITA (Los Angeles, CA) is a professional tarot reader, rootworker, and teacher of
Ukrainian descent. She is the owner of an old-time spiritualist’s shop called Madame Pamita’s Parlour of
Wonders. She is the host of two YouTube video series, Hoodoo How To and the weekly Magic Q&A Tea Party.
Madame Pamita is also the host of the Magic and the Law of Attraction podcast and the author of Madame Pamita’s
Magical Tarot (Weiser Books, 2018) and The Book of Candle Magic.
www.ParlourofWonders.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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Shamanism
Your Personal Journey to Healing and Self-Discovery

MARK NELSON

APRIL 2022

Connect to spirit and find your way to wholeness, balance,
and harmony with this practical guide to shamanism.
You’ll learn a variety of foundational topics, including
divination, rituals, and shamanic journeying, as well as
intermediate skills such as dream work and long-distance
healing. Author Mark Nelson shares core beliefs and
practices not connected to a specific culture or religion,
making this book accessible to everyone.
Explore the natural world and nature spirits, perform
shadow work and ancestral healing, and harness the
power of psychopomp and soul retrieval. You’ll
also discover how to reach altered states, work with
different types of spirits, and learn from the history
and customs of shamanism. Concise and down-to-earth,
Shamanism provides everything you need to begin or
enhance your practice.
978-0-7387-6917-2 • US 18.99 CAN 26.99
264 pp • 6 x 9
Trade paperback original; rec. reading
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC036030 Body, Mind & Spirit/Spirituality/Shamanism

SELLING FEATURES
•
		
		
		

A beginner-friendly guide to what shamanism is
and how to begin or enhance your practice; delves
deep enough into shamanism that experienced
practitioners will appreciate it

• Presents exercises and spiritual wisdom that can
		 be applied to any belief system; this approach is
		 very inclusive

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Offers a wide variety of rituals, tools, and topics that
		 help readers connect with spirits, nature, and
		 their community

978-0-7387-0575-0
978-0-7387-4042-3

978-0-7387-1562-9

MARK NELSON (Hong Kong) is a resident shamanic practitioner at Shakti Healing Circle, one of the
leading healing centers in Asia. He is a graduate of the Foundation for Shamanic Studies three-year program
and a member of the Society for Shamanic Practitioners. He teaches workshops, provides shamanic services to
clients, and has led apprenticeship programs.
www.ShaktiHealingCircle.com
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When Commitment to Yourself & Your Recovery
Becomes Your Greatest Teacher

JENNIFER KREATSOULAS, PhD

The Courageous Path to Healing helps you reframe pain
from being the thing that breaks you to being the thing
that teaches you how to heal. Each chapter highlights an
important step in Jennifer’s journey and checks in with
you through mindfulness and yoga-inspired practices,
journaling prompts, and deep wisdom. Written to
demonstrate what’s possible on the other side of suffering,
this book inspires you to keep fighting for the full life you
want and deserve.

APRIL 2022

Join Jennifer Kreatsoulas on her mindful, yoga-filled
road to recovery and use powerful self-help exercises to
aid in your own healing journey. Providing stories of
poignant moments on Jennifer’s road to overcoming an
eating disorder, this book transforms her experiences into
thematic lessons that you can use as you face challenges in
your own life.

LLEWELLYN

The Courageous Path
to Healing

978-0-7387-6746-8 • US $16.99 CAN $23.99
216 pp • 5¼ x 8

SELLING FEATURES
• Includes a foreword by Kristie Amadio, certified eating
		 disorder coach
• Presents inspiring stories, mindfulness practices, and
		 journaling prompts drawn from the lessons
		 Jennifer Kreatsoulas learned on her healing journey

Trade paperback original; rec. resources
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC011000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Healing/General
OCC019000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspiration & Personal Growth
HEA025000 Health & Fitness/Yoga

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Teaches readers how to turn their personal demons
		 and struggles into teachers and opportunities to grow
		 and recover

978-0-7387-5073-6
978-0-7387-5673-8

978-0-7387-6249-4

JENNIFER KREATSOULAS, P h D

(Collegeville, PA) is a certified yoga therapist and inspirational speaker. She presents, writes, and leads workshops and retreats on eating disorder recovery and body
image. She also provides yoga therapy via phone or online and from YogaLife Institute in Wayne, Pennsylvania.

www.JenniferKreatsoulas.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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The Burnout Antidote
A Spiritual Guide to Empowerment for Empaths, Overgivers, and Highly Sensitive People

ANNE BÉRUBÉ

APRIL 2022

Restore your energy, find emotional freedom, and thrive
with the help of this guide to overcoming burnout. The
Burnout Antidote presents a unique way of using your body
as an instrument for accelerated transformation and
growth. Anne Bérubé helps you access your innate capacity
to heal and shows you that your burnout can become
a gateway to embodied wisdom and vitality. This book
empowers you through meditations, visualizations, selfinquiry, and more. Discover how to communicate with
your inner child and reclaim the lost and fragmented parts
of yourself. Learn to overcome obstacles and gain access
to limitless spiritual energy. With this book, you can tune
into your natural gifts and recover from your burnout.
“A lifeline to those who over-give in the service of
others.”—Deepak Chopra, MD,
New York Times bestselling author
978-0-7387-6973-8 • US $17.99 CAN $24.99
264 pp • 5¼ x 8

SELLING FEATURES
•
		
		
		

Provides spiritual solutions for those experiencing
burnout and trauma; features exercises that range
from visualizations and affirmations to meditations
and breathwork

• Includes step-by-step instructions for every exercise
		 as well as guidance for the reader’s day following
		 that exercise

Trade paperback original; bibliog.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding TV, film, and dramatic
OCC019000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspiration & Personal Growth
SEL031000 Self-Help/Personal Growth/General
OCC011020 Body, Mind & Spirit/Healing/Prayer & Spiritual

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Teaches readers how to draw wisdom from their inner
		 world, know when they need a personal retreat,
		 reclaim their gifts, and release their guilt and fear

978-0-7387-5860-2

978-0-7387-3799-7

978-0-7387-4798-9

ANNE BÉRUBÉ (Nova Scotia, Canada) has led international seminars and workshops alongside
bestselling authors Wayne Dyer, Deepak Chopra, Elizabeth Gilbert, and others. She studied Vedic wisdom at
the Chopra Centre, was initiated into Huna by Hawaiian Kahuna Laura Kealoha Yardley, and she completed
a program in neuropsychoidiology life coaching under Dr. Amanda Wintink. She is also the author of Be Feel
Think Do (Hay House, 2017).
www.AnneBerube.com
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Advice, Recipes, and Meditations to Alleviate Ailments
& Connect to Spirit

KERRI CONNOR with CHERYL CRYER

APRIL 2022

This book is designed to get your relationship with CBD
off to a good start. CBD is one of the most versatile and
healing plant compounds in existence, and with the help
of Kerri Connor and Cheryl Cryer, you’ll understand what
CBD can do for you, where to buy it, and how to use it.
You’ll also learn about the many forms of this powerful
medicine as well as tips for dosing to facilitate a stable
state of healing. People commonly use CBD to treat pain,
anxiety, inflammation, digestive issues, sleep disturbances,
and even acne. This book includes tips for working with
CBD for yourself and even for your pets. It also shares how
to integrate CBD into your spiritual practice so you can
develop a complete mind-body-spirit connection.

LLEWELLYN

CBD for Your Health,
Mind, and Spirit

978-0-7387-6765-9 • US $16.99 CAN $23.99
240 pp • 5 x 7

SELLING FEATURES
• A friendly and accessible guide to using CBD in all
		 of its many forms for healing and wellness
•
		
		
		
		
		

Includes hands-on instructions for simple
meditations, affirmations, and blessings as well
as 40+ recipes for CBD butter, facial masks, topical
oils, pumpkin spice granola bars, no-bake energy
bites, chocolate lollipops, tea varieties, juice shots,
smoking blends, chocolate fudge truffles, and more

Trade paperback original; bibliog., appendix
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC011000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Healing/General
EA032000 Health & Fitness/Alternative Therapies

ALSO BY KERRI CONNOR

978-0-7387-6528-0

978-0-7387-6063-6

978-0-7387-4181-9

KERRI CONNOR (Chicagoland) is the leader of the Gathering Grove (a family-friendly, earth-based
spiritual group) and has been practicing her craft for over 30 years. She is the author of several books, including Spells for Tough Times, and her writing has appeared in several Pagan magazines. A graduate from the
University of Wisconsin, Kerri earned a BA in communications.
www.KerriConnor.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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The Outer Temple of
Witchcraft
Circles, Spells, and Rituals

CHRISTOPHER PENCZAK

APRIL 2022

A new edition of an award-winning entry in the
bestselling Temple of Witchcraft series. As you enter
the heart of witchcraft, you find at its core the power
of sacred space. In Christopher Penczak’s first book,
The Inner Temple of Witchcraft (9780738702766), you
found the sacred space within yourself. Now The Outer
Temple of Witchcraft helps you manifest the sacred in
the outer world through ritual and spellwork. The
book’s twelve lessons, with exercises, rituals, and
homework, follow the traditional Wiccan one-yearand-a-day training period. It culminates in a self-test
and self-initiation ritual to the second degree of
witchcraft—the arena of the priestess and priest.
“Once again Penczak proves himself to be a
gifted teacher and a witch of the highest order.”
—Publishers Weekly
978-0-7387-0531-6 • US $27.99 CAN $38.99
448 pp • 7½ x 9¼
Trade paperback
New cover; retains previous ISBN
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Witchcraft

SELLING FEATURES
• Winner of the Coalition of Visionary Resources (COVR)
		 Awards’ Best Magic Book and tie for Coalition of
		 Visionary Resources (COVR) Awards’ Book of the Year
•
		
		
		

Second book in bestselling author Christopher
Penczak’s Temple of Witchcraft series; features
powerful guidance on how to use ritual and
spellwork to manifest sacred space

• Designed after the traditional Wiccan year-and-a-day
		 format; culminates in a self-initiation ritual equivalent
		 to becoming a priest or priestess

ALSO BY CHRISTOPHER PENCZAK

• Foreword by Thorn Mooney, author of The Witch’s Path
		 (9780738763774)

978-0-7387-0276-6

978-0-7387-1165-2

978-0-7387-1425-7

CHRISTOPHER PENCZAK

(Salem, NH) is a Witch, teacher, writer, and healing practitioner.
He is the founder of the world-renowned Temple of Witchcraft and the Temple Mystery School, and he is the
creator of the bestselling Temple of Witchcraft books and audio CDs. Christopher is an ordained minister,
serving the New Hampshire and Massachusetts pagan and metaphysical communities through public rituals,
private counsel, and teaching. He also travels extensively and teaches throughout the United States.

www.ChristopherPenczak.com
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9780738764726

9780738761831

9780738756875

9780738753195

9780738751443

9780738751757

9780738748689

9780738749082

9780738746777

9780738739625

9780738741468

9780738710716

9780738732534

9780738723686

9780738727554

9780738752464

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738705354

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738707556

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738723167

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9781567182149

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9781567185379

US $14.99 CAN $20.99

9780738703848

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738726960

US $14.95 CAN $20.99

9780738751153

US $14.99 CAN $17.50

9780738726243

US $16.99 CAN $23.99

9781567188028

US $14.99 CAN $20.99

9780738708379

US $14.99 CAN $20.99

9781567186253

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738739151

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738730455

US $16.99 CAN $23.99

9780738761916

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9781567187960

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738708867

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738741918

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9781567183597

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

1-800-THE-MOON • www.Llewellyn.com

9780738758206

US $16.99 CAN $23.99

9780738708072

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738762739

US $16.99 CAN $23.99

9780738707440

US $16.99 CAN $23.99

9781567187984

US $14.99 CAN $20.99

9780738726267

US $14.95 CAN $20.95

9780738737133

US $14.99 CAN $20.99

9780738733357

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

Our popular For Beginners books are accessible introductions
to the most important topics for the mind, body, and spirit.
Written by leading experts, these books are
essential guides for readers around the world.
9780738708874

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738732442

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738747392

US $14.99 CAN $20.99

9780738748283

US $14.99 CAN $20.99

9780738707075

US $14.99 CAN $20.99

9780738702032

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738706610

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9781567187465

US $16.99 CAN $23.99

9780738750163

US $14.99 CAN $17.50

9780738752488

US $15.99 CAN $20.99

9780738740287

US $16.99 CAN $23.99

9780738726373

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738719559

US $15.95 CAN $21.95

9781567180572

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9781567183603

US $14.99 CAN $20.99

9780738715629

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738705064

US $24.99 CAN $34.99

9781567187915

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738720609

US $16.99 CAN $23.99

9780738745367

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738752716

US $16.99 CAN $23.99

1-800-THE-MOON • www.Llewellyn.com

9780738735177

US $14.99 CAN $20.99

9781567187670

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738733098

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738723297

US $15.95 CAN $21.95

9780738751986

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738701929

US $14.99 CAN $20.99

9780738747651

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

9780738738741

US $14.99 CAN $20.99

9780738707518

US $15.99 CAN $21.99

Medieval Fortune
Telling Cards
LO SCARABEO

FEBRUARY 2022

Venture back in time with Medieval Fortune Telling Cards.
Featuring evocative artwork and powerful symbols, these
cards use traditions of the past to reveal divinatory insights
for your modern life. This deck has a vintage look that
will inspire your readings and bring a new dimension to
your practice.
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978-0-7387-7148-9 • US $18.95 CAN $26.95

Boxed deck (2¾ x 4¼) includes a 36-card deck and instructional booklet
Selling Territory: North America
North American rights available
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/Tarot

WINTER 2022
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FEBRUARY 2022

Notoria Tarot Cloth
LO SCARABEO
Explore the many uses of this beautiful, velvet reading cloth. Notoria Tarot Cloth features a laser-printed design
and is ideal for divination practice, altars, meditation, ritual, and home decoration.
978-0-7387-7044-4 • US $19.95 CAN $27.95
11 x 11
Selling Territory: North America
North American rights available
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit/General

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666

WINTER 2022
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Tarot Original 1909 –
Circular Edition
ARTHUR EDWARD WAITE, PAMELA
COLMAN SMITH, & SASHA GRAHAM

MARCH 2022

This bold and brilliant edition of the classic 1909
Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot features circular cards.
Originally designed by artist Pamela Colman
Smith with guidance from occultist A.E. Waite, the
RWS Tarot is the most popular deck in the world,
and now it comes with an exciting new twist.
These circular cards will enhance your readings in
spectacular ways, and the classic symbolism makes
reading with them easy and enjoyable.
978-0-7387-7214-1 • US $29.95 CAN $41.95

Boxed deck (5¼ x 5¼) includes a 78-card circular deck
and instructional booklet
Selling Territory: North America
North American rights available
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit/General

ALSO AVAILABLE
Tarot Original 1909 Kit

9780738770741 • US $35.95 CAN $49.95

Tarot Original 1909 Deck

9780738769578 • US $24.95 CAN $34.95
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Heaven and Earth Tarot Deck
JACK SEPHIROTH

978-0-7387-7212-7 • US $26.95 CAN $36.95
Boxed deck (2¾ x 3¾) includes a 78-card deck and
full-color instruction booklet
Selling Territory: North America
North American rights available
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit/General

MARCH 2022

Now available in deck-only format. Artist Jack Sephiroth
takes the classic structure of the Rider-Waite-Smith tarot
to new heights of expressive beauty. The illustrations
of this deck evoke a sense of mythological grandeur,
helping to bring forth the deeper meaning of each card
for vivid and nuanced readings. In this tarot, the spiritual
and the material are woven together in a tapestry of
symbolic wisdom.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Heaven and Earth Tarot Kit

9780738767314 • US $35.95 CAN $49.95

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666

WINTER 2022
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In Between Tarot Deck
FRANCO RIVOLLI & JANINE WORTHINGTON

MARCH 2022

Now available in deck-only format, this deck explores what it would
look like to see in between two consecutive tarot cards. The space
in between is a sacred, liminal realm, symbolic of transition and
rejuvenation. When you look in between the Emperor (IV) and the
Hierophant (V), for example, you see a wholly new interpretation of
what these cards mean. You’ll enjoy unique readings with exciting
new energy.
978-0-7387-7213-4 • US $24.95 CAN $34.95

Boxed deck (2¾ x 4¾) includes a 78-card deck and instructional booklet
Selling Territory: North America
North American rights available
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit/General

ALSO AVAILABLE
In Between Tarot Kit

9780738763521 • US $35.95 CAN $48.95
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Calming Inspirations
LUCY CAVENDISH

LUCY CAVENDISH (Sydney, Australia) is the
cocreator of seventeen oracle decks, including Alice:
The Wonderland Oracle (9780738759937), Blessed Be
Cards (9780738759609), and The Faery Forest Oracle
(9780738750286). She is a founding member of the
Goddess Association in Australia.

FEBRUARY 2022

Enjoy inspiring messages that help ease your stress
and unify your body, mind, and spirit. These 55
cards are as beautiful as they are calming, and
they’ll help you through the toughest times. Lucy
Cavendish’s spiritual guidance flows through this
deck, encouraging you to trust your higher self and
remember the strength and resilience in your soul.

www.LucyCavendish.com.au

978-0-7387-7120-5 • US $21.95 CAN $29.95

Boxed deck (3½ x 4¼) includes a 55-card deck and instruction card
Selling Territory: North America
North American rights available
OCC005000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/General

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666

WINTER 2022
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Blessed By the Goddess
Loving Messages from the Global and Cosmic
Collective of Divine Mothers

BL

LUCY CAVENDISH

FEBRUARY 2022

The sisterhood of Divine Mothers, a diverse
collective of cosmic energies, is here and ready to
help you cultivate truth, strength, and courage
within yourself. This 55-card deck offers simple
change, supportive messages, and powerful results.

LUCY CAVENDISH (Sydney, Australia) is the
cocreator of seventeen oracle decks, including Alice:
The Wonderland Oracle (9780738759937), Blessed Be
Cards (9780738759609), and The Faery Forest Oracle
(9780738750286). She is a founding member of the
Goddess Association in Australia.
www.LucyCavendish.com.au

978-0-7387-7121-2 • US $21.95 CAN $29.95

Boxed deck (3½ x 4¼) includes a 55-card deck and instruction card
Selling Territory: North America
North American rights available
OCC005000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/General
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Eternal Light Deck
TONI CARMINE SALERNO

TONI CARMINE SALERNO (Sydney,
Australia) is an intuitive painter and the creator of
many books, meditation recordings, and oracle cards.
He is also the owner of Blue Angel Publishing.
www.ToniCarmineSalerno.com

FEBRUARY 2022

You are a multidimensional channel of love, light,
and creativity. The same magical force that flows
through all creation runs through you. Feel its
vibrance and be welcomed into peace and protection
as you breathe, ease into this moment and choose
a card. This beautiful deck is a powerful source of
guidance, and it gives you direction, inspiration,
and gentle reminders for a blessed tomorrow.

978-0-7387-7122-9 • US $21.95 CAN $29.95

Boxed deck (3½ x 4¼) includes a 55-card deck and instruction card
Selling Territory: North America
North American rights available
OCC005000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/General

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666

WINTER 2022
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Seeker Oracle
RAVYNNE PHELAN

OCTOBER 2021

BL

Seek and discover yourself through the marvel, majesty,
and magic of Ravynne Phelan’s Seeker Oracle. This deck
and companion guidebook is for the inquisitive, the
questioning, and those ready not just for greener pastures,
but also for forsaken forests, overlooked woodlands, and
technicolored timberland. 55 fantastical beings will walk
with you, share their insights, and nudge you further along
your exquisite journey.

RAVYNNE PHELAN (Australia) illustrated the
Messenger Oracle New Edition (9780738768472), the Dreams of
Gaia Tarot (9780738752105), the Spirit Animal Coloring Book
(9780738766683), and the Dreams of Dragons & Dragon Kin
Coloring Book (9780738752808).
www.RavynnePhelan.com

978-0-7387-7224-0 • US $25.95 CAN $35.95

Boxed deck (4¼ x 6) includes a 55-card deck and 136-page guidebook
Selling Territory: North America
North American rights available
OCC005000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/General
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Mandala Healing Oracle
Journey to Your Heart

DENISE JARVIE & LINDY LONGHURST

978-0-7387-7223-3 • US $25.95 CAN $35.95

OCTOBER 2021

Awaken the strength, peace, and vibrant creativity
at your core with these beautiful, circular mandala
cards. They guide you on a spiritual journey to
discover the hidden hues and rich imagery of your
subconscious, your higher self, and your innate
potential. This oracle deck helps you release stress,
enhance intuition, and move toward your dreams
with confidence. Includes meditations, color
guide, unique card layouts, healing reflections,
and journal prompts.
Boxed deck (5¼ x 5¼) includes 44 circular cards and a 140-page
guidebook
Selling Territory: North America
North American rights available
OCC005000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/General

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666

WINTER 2022
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Esoteric Buddhism of Japan
Oracle Cards

BL

YUZUI KOTAKI & MIKI OKUDA

NOVEMBER 2021

Develop a meaningful connection with Buddhas,
Bodhisattvas, Wisdom Kings, and other messengers of
Esoteric Buddhism with this uniquely crafted oracle set.
The cards feature 44 forms of the Buddha, beautifully
rendered by Miki Okuda with mudras, colors, and
symbolism to open your awareness to your true nature
and wisdom. The companion guide provides mandalas,
mantras, and blessings to grow your understanding and
deepen your compassion.
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978-0-7387-7209-7 • US $25.95 CAN $35.95

Boxed deck (4½ x 9¼) includes 44-card deck and 116-page guidebook
Selling Territory: North America
North American rights available
OCC005000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/General

WINTER 2021
2022
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Namaste Blessings
I honor the spirit in you which is also in me

TONI CARMINE SALERNO

978-0-7387-7150-2 • US $21.95 CAN $29.95
100 pp • 6¼ x 8¼
Hardcover
Selling Territory: North America
North American rights available
OCC005000 Body, Mind & Spirit/Divination/General

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666

WINTER 2022

SEPTEMBER 2021

Within you is living energy—an essence that exists
in all living things. This beautiful book helps you
awaken to the splendor, wonder, and wholeness of
your soul, as you connect with the underlying essence
of life. Breathe in this book’s radiant imagery and
transcendent prose. Namaste Blessings is your guide to
clarity, peace, and the remembrance that we are loved,
we are eternal, and we are one.
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or over 100 years,
Llewellyn has been the
go-to source for almanacs,
calendars, and datebooks.

E

ach contains indispensable
information and features
captivating images from some of
today’s most gifted artists.

Empower your future with the
best-known and most-trusted
annual information available.

2022 ANNUALS

Llewellyn’s 2022
Witches’ Calendar

The World’s Best Known, Most Trusted Astrology Calendar
The best-known, most-trusted astrological calendar
since 1932, Llewellyn’s 2022 Astrological Calendar features
marvelous artwork, monthly horoscopes, best days for
planting and fishing, rewarding and challenging days, and
travel forecasts. With original art by Paige Carpenter, this
calendar perfectly combines breathtaking visuals and vital
astrological insights. Beginners and advanced astrologers
will love the cosmic wisdom, tips, and advice. This edition
also includes major daily aspects and an astrology primer.

Llewellyn’s Witches’ Calendar is filled with magical wisdom,
astrological data, and Witch’s holidays. Each month features
beautiful, original scratchboard art by award-winning
illustrator Jennifer Hewitson as well as an inspiring article
and spell or ritual. This year’s calendar explores movement,
balance, and magic at the equinox (Laura Tempest Zakroff);
a burning bowl ritual to banish the yuck from last year
(Blake Octavian Blair), coming out of the dark (Deborah
Blake); spring cleansing (Elizabeth Barrette); a meteor
shower wishing spell (Diana Rajchel); and much more.

978-0-7387-6040-7 • US $15.99 CAN $20.99
40 pp • 12 x 12

978-0-7387-6053-7 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99
28 pp • 12 x 12

July 2021

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666

July 2021

WINTER 2022
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Llewellyn’s 2022
Astrological Calendar
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Llewellyn’s 2022 Magical
Mystical Cats Calendar

Llewellyn’s 2022
Tarot Calendar

LISA PARKER

Insights, Spreads & Tips

A perfect fusion of witchcraft and cats, this marvelous wall
calendar captures the mischievous and mystical energy
of felines. Llewellyn’s 2022 Magical Mystical Cats Calendar
showcases twelve amusing illustrations by popular artist
Lisa Parker, who brings a fun sense of whimsy to all of
her work. With this calendar, you’ll enjoy good fortune
and better spellcasting all year long. Includes major US,
UK, and Canadian holidays, Pagan holidays, eclipses, and
moon phases.
978-0-7387-6038-4 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99
24 pp • 12 x 12

BARBARA MOORE
Take your tarot reading to a whole new level with Llewellyn’s
2022 Tarot Calendar. More than just an attractive collection
of art, this calendar provides unique ideas and inspiration
all year long. Each month features evocative and beautiful
cards, chosen by tarot expert Barbara Moore, paired with
indispensable tarot wisdom and guidance.
978-0-7387-6052-0 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99
24 pp • 12 x 12
July 2021

July 2021

WINTER 2022
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Llewellyn’s 2022
Essential Oils Calendar

PIYA WANNACHAIWONG

Insights, Tips, and Recipes

As symbols of fiery passion and success, dragons can
spark a magnificent fire within you to live each day to its
fullest. This vibrant calendar presents a new, awe-inspiring
dragon each month, empowering you to approach every
task with grace, imagination, and courage. Featuring
original art by Piya Wannachaiwong, Llewellyn’s 2022 Dragon
Calendar is a perfect tool for connecting with dragon
energy all year long. Includes major US, UK, and Canadian
holidays and moon phases.

KAC YOUNG, PhD

978-0-7387-6043-8 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99
24 pp • 12 x 12
July 2021

Filled with breathtaking photographs and detailed
information for using essential oils in your daily life, this
fabulous calendar is perfect for anyone from absolute
beginners to experts who want to stay “in the know.” Each
month highlights a particular oil or plant and offers a
plethora of information about it, including the common
and botanical name, properties, applications, a recipe, and
an inset photo. Llewellyn’s 2022 Essential Oils Calendar also
includes four pages of bonus material with safety warnings,
dilution charts, patch testing, carrier oils, astrology,
chakras, and more.
978-0-7387-6763-5 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99
28 pp • 12 x 12

CALENDARS, DATEBOOKS & ALMANACS

Llewellyn’s 2022
Dragon Calendar

July 2021

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666

WINTER 2022
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Llewellyn’s 2022 Greenwitch
Botanical Calendar

Alchemy 1977 Gothic
2022 Calendar

SIOLO THOMPSON

World famous for pioneering cutting-edge fantasy art
and lifestyle products, Alchemy 1977 presents a new wall
calendar filled with stylish imagery. Showcasing exquisite
illustrations of imaginative and seductively mysterious
scenes, this calendar makes a powerful statement wherever
it is on display. This sixteen-month calendar also features a
designed grid for each month that enhances each sensational
piece. You’ll be energized and inspired every day by this
wondrous world of shadows.

With exceptional art from Siolo Thompson, creator of the
bestselling Linestrider Tarot (9780738748290), this fabulous
calendar displays the spiritual essence of all your favorite
plants and animals. Using handmade paints to create the
original artworks, Siolo imbues her personal energy into
every work. Filled with whimsical creatures set in a magical
world of forests and glades, each month’s artwork will
inspire you to feel the enchanted energy that is all around us.
978-0-7387-6810-6 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99
24 pp • 12 x 12
July 2021

WINTER 2022

978-0-7387-6039-1 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99
24 pp • 12 x 12
July 2021
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Paolo Barbieri Night Fairies
Calendar 2022
PAOLO BARBIERI
Step into the phenomenal world of night fairies with this
wall calendar by renowned artist Paolo Barbieri. These
sumptuous illustrations transport you into a realm of
wonder where fairies welcome you with radiant magic and
energy. Every month’s unique imagery will inspire you
to channel the strength and curiosity of fairies in your
everyday life.
978-0-7387-6986-8 • US $13.95 CAN $18.95
24 pp • 12 x 12
July 2021

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666

WINTER 2022
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Llewellyn’s 2022 Astrological
Pocket Planner

Llewellyn’s 2022 Daily Planetary Guide

Llewellyn’s 2022 Herbal Almanac

Llewellyn’s 2022 Magical Almanac

Complete Astrology At-A-Glance
9780738760421 • US $13.99 CAN $18.99
5¼ x 8 • 208 pp • Spiral bound • July 2021

A Practical Guide to Growing, Cooking & Crafting
9780738760445 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99
5¼ x 8 • 312 pp • Perfect bound • July 2021

Practical Magic for Everyday Living
9780738760452 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99
5¼ x 8 • 288 pp • Perfect bound • July 2021

This trusted astrology datebook shows the
best time to do anything on a monthly,
weekly, and daily basis. With weekly forecasts
and Opportunity Periods—times when the
positive flow of energy is at its peak—you’ll
know exactly when to plan a vacation, sign
a contract, schedule a party, ask for a raise,
and much more.

Discover innovative herbal ideas that span
gardening, cooking, crafts, health, beauty, history, and lore. Now in its 23rd year, this edition
profiles red clover, hydrangea, yerba mate, and
marjoram. With tips for self-care, vegan recipes, kitchen cosmetics, or creating an alpine
rock garden, this wonderful almanac has something to delight your herbal practice.

For more than thirty years, this almanac has
provided spells, rituals, and inspiration to all
levels of practitioners. This year’s edition features dozens of compelling articles, grouped
by element, on staff making, magical reversals,
the history and use of the pentacle, how to
create a magical threshold, third eye opening, spirit houses, healing waters, frog magic,
and more.

Llewellyn’s 2022 Moon Sign Book

Llewellyn’s 2022 Moon Sign Datebook

Llewellyn’s 2022 Sabbats Almanac

Llewellyn’s 2022 Sun Sign Book

Plan Your Life by the Cycles of the Moon
9780738760483 • US $13.99 CAN $18.99
5¼ x 8 • 312 pp • Perfect bound • July 2021

Weekly Planning by the Cycles of the Moon
9780738760490 • US $13.99 CAN $18.99
5¼ x 8 • 168 pp • Spiral bound • July 2021

Samhain 2021 to Mabon 2022
9780738760506 • US $13.99 CAN $18.99
5¼ x 8 • 312 pp • Perfect bound • July 2021

Horoscopes for Everyone
9780738760513 • US $13.99 CAN $18.99
5¼ x 8 • 288 pp • Perfect bound • July 2021

A bestseller since 1905, this book is a gardener’s best friend with essential lunar timing
tips for planting and harvesting. You can also
use this book to make plans for all kinds of
important life events, such as buying or selling your home, requesting a promotion, getting married, applying for a loan, traveling,
and having surgery.

A weekly planner packed with tips for gardening by the moon and information on
retrogrades, void-of-course, equinoxes, and
solstices. The moon and the other heavenly
bodies can help you achieve success. This
book helps you plan the best times for special
events, career opportunities, outdoor events
like gardening and fishing, and even simple,
routine tasks.

Bring more magic and enjoyment into the
eight Wiccan holidays with this practical almanac’s fresh rituals, rites, recipes, and crafts.
Featuring some of the best writers in the Witch
and Pagan community, this almanac shares articles that provide new perspectives on each
sabbat, complete with hands-on rituals and
activities to help deepen your connection with
the sacred.

Providing in-depth horoscopes and forecasts
for every sun sign, this accessible almanac
helps you answer important questions about
love, money, family, and more. You will discover
which days will be rewarding and which will be
challenging and the best dates for big ventures, such as finding a job, taking a vacation,
buying a home, and getting married.

Llewellyn’s 2022 Witches’ Companion

Llewellyn’s 2022 Witches’ Datebook

Llewellyn’s 2022 Witches’
Spell-A-Day Almanac

Daily Ephemeris & Aspectarian 2021-2023
9780738760414 • US $9.99 CAN $13.99
4¼ x 6 • 192 pp • Perfect bound • July 2021

CALENDARS, DATEBOOKS & ALMANACS

For over twenty years, this planner has helped
readers choose the best dates for meetings,
vacations, and everything in between. Explore
the Moon’s daily signs, phases, and aspects,
and discover the best days for planting and
fishing. Avoid planetary pitfalls by following the easy-to-read retrograde and Moon
void-of-course tables. This planner is your
key to success.

With more than two dozen enlightening and
inspiring articles that explore modern Witchcraft topics and magical techniques, this
fascinating guide is a must-have for today’s
practitioners. This collection presents some
of the finest writers and compelling subjects that will empower your life and improve
your community.
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A Guide to Contemporary Living
9780738760544 • US $13.99 CAN $18.99
5¼ x 8 • 288 pp • Perfect bound • July 2021

9780738760551 • US $13.99 CAN $18.99
5¼ x 8 • 168 pp • Spiral bound • July 2021

This wonderful datebook features beautiful illustrations from award-winning artist Jennifer
Hewitson, a variety of ways to celebrate the
Wheel of the Year, and powerful wisdom from
practicing witches. Within these pages you will
also find Sabbat musings, spells, recipes, and
more than 100 magical tips. This indispensable, on-the-go tool will make all your days
more magical.

9780738760568 • US $13.99 CAN $18.99
5¼ x 8 • 264 pp • Perfect bound • July 2021
Spellcasters of all levels can enhance their
daily life with these easy bewitchments,
recipes, rituals, and meditations. These 365
spells—supplied by popular magic practitioners like Deborah Blake, Ari and Jason
Mankey, Susan Pesznecker, Laura Tempest Zakroff, James Kambos, Elizabeth Barrette, and
Astrea Taylor— require minimal supplies and
are helpful for every occasion.

Publishing for the Body, Mind, Spirit Since 1901

The Art of Magick

Boost Your Immune
Power with Ayurveda

978-0-7387-6918-9
US $21.99 CAN $30.99

Simple Lifestyle Adjustments
to Balance the Elements
in the Body & Mind

Danae Moon Thorp

Janesh Vaidya

408 pp • 6 x 9

978-0-7387-6854-0
US $17.99 CAN $24.99

September 2021

240 pp • 6 x 9

September 2021

This book helps you bring the five elements
back into a state of balance to optimize your
natural immune power. Traditional Ayurveda
practitioner Janesh Vaidya presents this
powerful health science of the East in a way that
is easy to understand and practice for all. You’ll
also learn to use Ayurveda’s branches of food,
lifestyle, yoga, and mind development.

The Eclectic Witch’s
Book of Shadows

Llewellyn’s Little Book
of the Day of the Dead
Jaime Gironés

Witchy Wisdom at
Your Fingertips

978-0-7387-6248-7
US $13.99 CAN $19.99

Deborah Blake

196 pp • 4½ x 6¼
Hardcover
September 2021

978-0-7387-6532-7
US $19.99 CAN $27.99

288 pp • 6 x 9
Hard Cover
September 2021

This book is perfect for both Wiccans and
eclectic Witches interested in building their own
practice from the ground up. This beginnerfriendly guide is modeled on a traditional
Book of Shadows but is flexible enough to be
personalized. This beautiful hardcover book
makes practicing Witchcraft easier, simpler, and
more fun.

Celebrate the revered Mexican holiday of Día
de los Muertos with this beautiful little book.
Packed with activities, recipes, spells, and rituals,
this pocket-sized guide is a must-have tool
for honoring the sacred dead. Author Jaime
Gironés shares authentic ways to respectfully
enjoy this holiday, from creating an altar to
baking bread of the dead.

The Self-Love
Superpower

The Witch’s Path
Advancing Your Craft
at Every Level

The Magical Art of Approving
of Yourself (No Matter What)

Thorn Mooney

Tess Whitehurst

978-0-7387-6377-4
US $17.99 CAN $24.99

978-0-7387-6752-9
US $16.99 CAN $23.99

224 pp • 6 x 9

224 pp • 5¼ x 8

This book is all about taking your witchcraft
practice to the next level—whether you’re
a beginner who feels overwhelmed, a
disillusioned adept, a jaded coven leader, or
anyone in-between. This book shares specific,
hands-on tips for what you can do to move
forward spiritually.

September 2021

This unique, Rider-Waite-Smith-style deck
showcases the excitement and illusion to be
found under the big top along with all the
behind-the-scenes intrigue that fuels the show.
The suits are cleverly comprised of clockwork
machines, balancing blades, water acrobatics,
and blazing fire dancers. This deck also
features a guidebook to the sumptuous art and
captivating characters.

Passport to the
Paranormal
Your Guide to Haunted
Spots in America

Rich Newman

978-0-7387-6741-3
US $21.99 CAN $30.99

416 pp • 6 x 9

September 2021

This book lists 200 haunted hotels, restaurants,
bars, museums, and other locations that you
can visit for yourself in all fifty states. Expert
ghost-hunter Rich Newman explores the nature
of each location’s activity as well as providing
historical details. You also will find dozens of
photos that help bring the stories alive.

Earth Magic
Dodie Graham McKay
978-0-7387-6432-0
US $17.99 CAN $24.99

312 pp • 5¼ x 8
October 2021

Lights, Camera,
Witchcraft

A Modern Guide
to What It Is and
How to Practice

A Critical History of
Witches in American
Film and Television

978-0-7387-6747-5
US $19.99
CAN $27.99

978-0-7387-6853-3
US $29.99 CAN $41.99

Erin Elizabeth
Downing

Heather Greene
& Peg Aloi

A True Story of an
Alien Abduction

Stewart W. Bench

978-0-7387-6950-9
US $16.99 CAN $23.99

224 pp • 5½ x 8

September 2021

Stewart W. Bench tells the incredible true story
of being encountered and then abducted by
aliens. As an engineer, Stewart uses his technical
experience to describe the specifications of
the alien craft, their technology, and their
mission. This is a highly detailed, close-up look
at how aliens infiltrate our airspace and conduct
experiments on humans.

Rise of the Witch
Making Magick
Happen Your Way

Whiskey Stevens

978-0-7387-6816-8
US $16.99 CAN $23.99

240 pp • 5¼ x 8

September 2021

This book is a deep exploration of witchcraft
and your integral role in creating magick. This
remarkable book covers the basics and more
advanced topics, taking you from the history of
the Craft to the witch’s tools. You’ll work with
spells, harness powerful energies, and uncover
your magickal purpose, all while creating a
practice that is unique to you.

Find Your Twin Flame
Understand and Connect
to Your Soul’s Other Half

Leslie Sampson

978-0-7387-6791-8
US $16.99 CAN $23.99

240 pp • 5¼ x 8
October 2021

Packed with rituals, exercises, spells, recipes,
history, and lore, this book in Llewellyn’s
Elements of Witchcraft series shows you how to
enrich your connection to the element of earth.
Join Dodie Graham McKay as she digs deep
into the deities, sacred sites, animal guides,
herbs, crystals, and stones associated with this
element.

Find and develop a profound relationship with
the other half of your soul through this book’s
incredible guidance. Author Leslie Sampson
helps you to not only identify your twin flame,
but also develop a loving partnership that is
deeper than any other relationship. While you
can have many soul mates, only one soul can be
your twin flame.

The Magic of Tarot

Modern Handfasting

Your Guide to Intuitive
Readings, Rituals, and Spells

A Complete Guide to the
Magic of Pagan Weddings

978-0-7387-6358-3
US $19.99 CAN $27.99

978-0-7387-6658-4
US $18.99 CAN $26.99

Sasha Graham
368 pp • 6 x 9

October 2021

Liz Williams

240 pp • 6 x 9

October 2021
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Kundalini Yoga
Demystified

480 pp • 7 x 10

288 pp • 7½ x 9¼

October 2021

October 2021
Filled with quick one-, three-, and eleven-minute
exercises, this book is designed to help you
begin or embolden your own personal kundalini
practice. Explore simple breathing techniques,
work through gentle postures (asanas), and
discover mantras for activating the chakras.
Erin Elizabeth Downing shares Kundalini basics,
nutritional wisdom, and much more.

Boxed kit (5½ x 8½)
includes a 78-card deck
and 206-page guidebook

September 2021

September 2021

This book shares hands-on action steps
designed to help you start the journey from
paralyzing self-criticism to expansive selfadoration. Each chapter contains exercises,
meditations, rituals, self-care practices, and
journaling prompts to help you integrate the
information in an experiential way, exploring
everything form energetic hygiene to body
positivity.

978-0-7387-6408-5
US $31.99 CAN $44.99

A Cosmic Encounter

RECENT RELEASES

You can reach the magick that has always been
inside you and create a fulfilling life that inspires
you every day. This book leads you from the
origins of Witchcraft to the secrets of sacred
thinking and beyond. In a distinct, almost lyrical
tone, Danae Moon Thorp teaches you what
every beginner must know when starting on the
Witch’s path.

Cirque du Tarot
Leeza Robertson &
Michael Joshua Tufts

LLEWELLYN

Becoming the Witch

This book traces the history of witchcraft and
witches in American film and television. From
Joan the Woman and The Wizard of Oz to Carrie
and Charmed, author and film scholar Heather
Greene explores how these films helped
influence the witch’s public image. This book
also presents the intersection of entertainment,
critical theory, gender studies, and spirituality.

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666

Empower your intuition, dive into your dreams,
and get to the heart of the matter with this
fantastic guide to creating a marvelous, magical
tarot practice. Bestselling author and tarot
expert Sasha Graham shows you how to bring
tarot into daily life with easy-to-use exercises,
spreads, and prompts. This book opens your
eyes to a richer, more enlightened style of
divination.

This book is a thorough resource that shares
rituals, sample vows, and all the information
you need to plan your handfasting or serve as
a celebrant for others. Author Liz Williams—a
priestess and longtime celebrant—guides you
through opening the ceremony, creating a circle,
consecration, calling the quarters, vows, tying
the knot, closing the ceremony, and more.
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The Noble Art
From Shadow to
Essence Through the
Wheel of the Year

Tiffany Lazic

978-0-7387-6493-1
US $29.99
CAN $41.99

432 pp • 7½ x 9¼
October 2021

Winterseer
Animal Oracle
Siolo Thompson

978-0-7387-6794-9
US $27.99 CAN $38.99

Boxed kit (5½ x 8½)
includes a 56-card deck
and 192-page guidebook
October 2021

A Year of
Pagan Prayer

Advanced
Chakra Healing

A Sourcebook of
Poems, Hymns, and
Invocations from
Four Thousand Years
of Pagan History

Four Pathways to
Energetic Wellness
and Transformation

Barbara Nolan

978-0-7387-6815-1
US $34.99
CAN $47.99

504 pp • 7½ x 9¼

Cyndi Dale

978-0-7387-6492-4
US $44.99
CAN $61.99

816 pp • 7½ x 9¼
November 2021

RECENT RELEASES

October 2021
This book provides alchemical, spiritual, and
psychological tools for reclaiming your essence
through the stages and seasons of life. Author
Tiffany Lazic provides meditations, inner
workings, and rituals that invite you to drop
into the inner landscape of your unconscious
and restore your light. This book also offers
recommendations for stones, chakras,
affirmations, and more.

Celtic Tree Ogham
Rituals and Teachings of
the Aicme Ailim Vowels
and the Forfeda

Sharlyn Hidalgo

978-0-7387-6829-8
US $17.99 CAN $24.99

240 pp • 6 x 9

November 2021

Discover the wisdom, healing, and magic
of trees with this illuminating book of rituals
that focus on the last ten Celtic tree ogham.
Featuring meditations, ceremonies, stories,
and correspondences, this easy-to-follow guide
shows you how to build a deeper connection to
nature. You’ll also explore how these rituals fit
into the Wheel of the Year.

Modern Guide
to Mudras
Create Balance and Blessings
in the Palm of Your Hands

Alexandra Chauran

978-0-7387-6766-6
US $18.99 CAN $26.99

240 pp • 6 x 9

November 2021

Experience Celtic and Norse lore in a brandnew way with this gorgeous oracle featuring
animals of the northern climes. You’ll learn how
to use the wisdom of long-revered creatures to
deepen your divination practice and enjoy Siolo
Thompson’s remarkable watercolor style. These
cards help bolster your readings and inspire
your modern life.

Enchanted
Crystal Magic

This treasury of more than 350 poems, prayers,
hymns, blessings, and dramatic readings
provides beautiful, powerful pieces that you
can use to mark holidays, milestones, and the
passing of the seasons. Discover prayers to
Janus from Horace and Ovid, a traditional
Scottish blessing for Imbolc, an invocation to
Pan by poet Helen Bantock, and many, many
more.

Fiber Magick

Hex Twisting

Spells, Grids & Potions to
Manifest Your Desires

A Witch’s Guide to
Spellcasting with Crochet,
Knotwork & Weaving

Counter-Magick Spells
for the Irritated Witch

978-0-7387-6716-1
US $15.99 CAN $21.99

978-0-7387-6542-6
US $27.99 CAN $38.99

Pamela Chen

Opal Luna

288 pp • 5 x 7

336 pp • 7 x 10

November 2021

Open your heart to the uplifting energy of
crystals and discover your unique magic. This
book shows you how to start your own practice
to help improve your love life, manifest more
money, heal emotional wounds, and connect
with your true sparkly self. Pamela Chen shows
you how to create and activate crystal grids,
make crystal potions, and cast crystal spells.

Norse Divination
Illuminating Your Path with
the Wisdom of the Gods

Gypsey Elaine Teague
978-0-7387-6772-7
US $18.99 CAN $26.99

264 pp • 6 x 9

November 2021

November 2021

Spark your imagination and bring crafting into
your Witchcraft with this fun and accessible
guide to the magickal power of crochet,
knotwork, and needlework. Witch and crochet
expert Opal Luna shows you how to move
magical intention from your mind into your
hands through practical exercises, creative
techniques, and more than 60 craft projects.
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Blast from the Past

978-0-7387-6538-9
US $17.99 CAN $24.99

264 pp • 5¼ x 8

November 2021

This book is the key to countering any curse or
hex that is thrown your way. Providing a variety
of ways to defend yourself, this indispensable
guide helps you drive negative magick out
of your home, trap malevolent spirits, and
more. Diana Rajchel provides you with essential
knowledge through this book’s powerful
collection of exercises, tips, and techniques.

Astrology by
Moonlight

A Revolutionary Guide to
Access High-Frequency
States of Consciousness That
Rejuvenate and Repair

Exploring the Relationship
Between Moon Phases
& Planets to Improve &
Illuminate Your Life

RJ Spina

978-0-7387-6809-0
US $18.99 CAN $26.99

288 pp • 6 x 9

This is the only book designed around the
Norse gods themselves rather than the Futhark.
Through concise yet detailed analyses of these
deities and their relationships to each other,
you’ll gain a deep understanding of your past,
present, and future. Gypsey Teague teaches
you how to use the gods’ beliefs, customs,
loves, and deaths to create your own 36-piece
divination set.

Diana Rajchel

Supercharged
Self-Healing

November 2021

Fill your life with grace and joy using one of
humanity’s oldest forms of magic, meditation,
and communion with spirit—mudras. Popular
author Alexandra Chauran reveals that all the
power you need is right in your hands. Featuring
a wealth of illustrations, this book is perfect for
anyone who wants to add color and beauty to
everyday life.

Join world renowned energy healer and
bestselling author Cyndi Dale as she provides
a comprehensive guide to energy and chakra
work using the four pathways healing system.
The concepts and techniques of this potent
approach are designed to be totally aligned with
love so that you can achieve the awakened state
that brings true healing.

RJ Spina shares the unique seven-step healing
system that he used to overcome chest-down
paralysis and chronic illness, and now utilizes
to help countless others heal their debilitating
health challenges. This book shows you how
to achieve elevated states of consciousness
and harness high-frequency energy for health,
vitality, and deep inner peace.

Tara Aal & Aswin
Subramanyan

978-0-7387-6871-7
US $16.99 CAN $23.99

240 pp • 5¼ x 8

December 2021
Written as a unification of Eastern and Western
approaches, this book presents a fresh look at
the Moon and how its eight phases interact
with every sign and planetary body. Tara Aal and
Aswin Subramanyan help you get more in touch
with yourself and the cycles of nature through a
deep exploration of the Moon’s phases.

Dedicant,
Devotee, Priest

Elemental Powers
for Witches

Elemental
Witchcraft

Shelley A. Kaehr PhD

A Pagan Guide to
Divine Relationships

Energy Magic Simplified

A Guide to Living a
Magickal Life Through
the Elements

264 pp • 6 x 9

978-0-7387-6666-9
US $16.99 CAN $23.99

Healing Spontaneous
Past Life Memories

978-0-7387-6850-2
US $18.99 CAN $26.99

December 2021

Stephanie Woodfield
216 pp • 5¼ x 8

December 2021

Frater Barrabbas

978-0-7387-6867-0
US $19.99 CAN $27.99

312 pp • 6 x 9

December 2021

Heron Michelle

978-0-7387-6603-4
US $27.99
CAN $38.99

384 pp • 7½ x 9¼
December 2021

This book teaches you how to turn spontaneous
past life memories into opportunities for
transformative healing. Shelley A. Kaehr, PhD
presents fascinating research on spontaneous
past-life regression, numerous case studies and
stories, and ways to apply these findings in your
own life. You’ll also enhance your intuition and
enjoy greater peace and happiness.
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This book shows you how to cultivate specific
types of relationships with deity that go beyond
just calling on the gods when you need them for
magic or personal support. Stephanie Woodfield
teaches you how veneration and worship can be
the very core of a Pagan practice, and she
expertly guides you through three distinct paths:
devotion, dedication, and priesthood.

What was once only available to ceremonial
magicians can now be yours with this
tremendous guide to advanced elemental
energy work. Frater Barrabbas shares elementbased rituals designed with the modern Witch
in mind, helping you harness the power of
elementals, qualified powers, energy workings,
and your own personal energy.

This book shares a wholly unique esoteric
approach to developing partnerships with
elemental allies and deities and ultimately
merging with the Divine Mind. Author Heron
Michelle provides dozens of rituals, meditations,
spells, and journal reflections as you explore the
magick of the four classical elements—earth,
air, fire, and water—as well as the principles of
Hermeticism.

Publishing for the Body, Mind, Spirit Since 1901

Facing Pain and Grief to
Recover Your Authentic Self

Qabalah for Wiccans

Connecting to the
Magic Within

Ceremonial Magic on
the Pagan Path

978-0-7387-6786-4
US $18.99 CAN $26.99

978-0-7387-6866-3
US $19.99 CAN $27.99

Awyn Dawn

Ann J Clark PhD

978-0-7387-6689-8
US $16.99 CAN $23.99

312 pp • 5¼ x 8

216 pp • 6 x 9

December 2021

December 2021

By developing a profound relationship with the
gods, Awyn gained greater clarity and a deep
sense of peace. Prisoners can, too, with help
from this empowering guide to starting and
strengthening a spiritual practice. Providing
dozens of easy-to-use exercises, this book shows
prisoners how to embrace Pagan teachings and
learn from deities, ancestors, and spirits.

Jack Chanek

312 pp • 6 x 9

December 2021

RECENT RELEASES

This book offers a path to healing and setting a
new course for your life after enduring a great
loss. Ann J. Clark shares dozens of stories that
illustrate how you can cope with grief, reconnect
to your inner self, work through guilt, and
receive assistance from the spiritual realm. You’ll
learn how self-care, forgiveness, and spiritual
connection can help you heal your wounds.

Paganism for Prisoners

LLEWELLYN

Healing From
Great Loss

Take your Pagan practice to new heights with
this guide to Hermetic Qabalah from a Wiccan
perspective. Author Jack Chanek shows you
how to connect Qabalistic concepts to the
Gods and the essential components of Wiccan
ritual, making it simple to enhance your practice.
Features correspondences, journal prompts,
dozens of exercises, and more.
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Llewellyn Ordering Information
NEW CUSTOMERS

PHONE
1-800-843-6666 or 651-291-1970

FAX
651-291-1908

QUESTIONS?
E-mail
BooksellersHelper@Llewellyn.com

MAILING AND SHIPPING ADDRESS:
Llewellyn Worldwide Ltd
2143 Wooddale Drive
Woodbury, MN 55125-2989

CURRENT CUSTOMERS
To order directly from Llewellyn, please contact
your sales rep. You can also order online by going
to www.Llewellyn.com and logging in or creating
an account.
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Michelle Palazzolo
Metaphysical Retailers
1-800-843-6666 ext. 8419
MichelleP@Llewellyn.com
Katie Kane
Library
1-800-843-6666 ext. 8428
KatieK@Llewellyn.com
For the independent bookstore market, Llewellyn
also has the following sales representation:
Abraham Associates, Inc.
Phone: 800-701-2489; Fax: 952-927-8089
Email: Info@AABookReps.com
(IN, IL, IA, KS, KY, MI, MN, MO, OH, NE, ND, SD, WI)

Chesapeake & Hudson, Inc.
Phone: 800-231-4469; Fax: 800-307-5163
Email: Office@ChesHud.com
(DE, CT, MA, MD, ME, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, VT, DC)

Karel / Dutton Group
Phone: 415-668-0829; Fax: 415-668-2463
Email: HKarel@Comcast.net
(AK, AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT, NM, NV, OR, UT, WA, WY)

If you have never ordered directly from Llewellyn
and wish to do so, please contact Mary Ruud to
set up an account.
Mary Ruud
1-800-843-6666 ext. 8415
MaryR@Llewellyn.com
First time customers receive a 50% discount and
free freight* on a minimum order of twelve items.
*contiguous US only, does not include Hawaii,
Alaska, or International orders
All customers have two payment options:
• Apply for net 30 terms
Contact Mary Ruud
1-800-843-6666 ext. 8415
MaryR@Llewellyn.com
• Pay by credit card

DISCOUNT SCHEDULE
For U.S. Book Retailers and Libraries
Titles from Llewellyn may be combined for this
discount. Shipping charged on all orders.
Any Quantity, assorted

46%

BACKORDER POLICY
We will ship backorders when at least 4 copies have
accumulated or, we will ship after 60 days from
order date regardless of quantity. Any backorder
associated with a credit card order will ship
automatically without advanced notification. Credit
card information cannot be changed on existing
orders. Call your representative for more options.

RETURNS
TO RECEIVE CREDIT FOR YOUR RETURN YOU MUST
FOLLOW THESE RULES. IF IN OUR JUDGEMENT A
RETURN DOES NOT QUALIFY FOR CREDIT WE WILL
NOT SEND THE BOOKS BACK TO YOU. PLEASE
READ THESE RULES CAREFULLY AND CALL US
WITH ANY QUESTIONS AT 1-800-843-6666. THE
RULES HAVE BEEN MODIFIED AND WILL BE
ENFORCED STARTING SEPTEMBER 1ST, 2008.
1. 	Overstocks must be returned to Llewellyn
within 12 months of invoice date to receive
credit.
2. 	All books must be in undamaged, saleable
condition upon receipt at Llewellyn in order to
receive credit; books received damaged, not
in saleable condition, will not qualify for credit.

5. 	Your return credit will be placed on your
account to be used against future purchases
or any previous balance and will not be
refunded in cash or other remuneration.
6. 	Send returns to: Llewellyn Returns,
2143 Wooddale Dr., Woodbury, MN 55125;
specify what is being returned, reason for
return, and the name and address of who is
sending the returns.
7. 	Do not include other correspondences
such as payments, order, or other important
communications with your returns.
8. 	Claims on goods that you receive from us
damaged or as short shipments, must be
made within 10 days of receipt.
9. 	Claims on such defects as misprints, missing
pages, and pages out of alignment must
be made within 180 days of invoice date.
You will be credited with return postage on
defective merchandise.
10. 	Out of print titles may be returned to
Llewellyn for full credit up to 6 months after
being declared OP.
11. 	Returns for Llewellyn dated product will not
be accepted before April 1 of the cover year
except by special permission.
2022 Annuals include Alchemy Gothic Calendar,
Astrological Calendar, Astrological Pocket Planner,
Barbieri Night Fairies Calendar, Daily Planetary Guide,
Dragon Calendar, Essential Oils Calendar, Greenwitch
Botanical Calendar, Herbal Almanac, Magical Almanac,
Magical Faery Calendar, Magical Mystical Cats
Calendar, Moon Sign Book, Moon Sign Datebook,
Sabbats Almanac, Sun Sign Book, Tarot Calendar,
Witches’ Calendar, Witches’ Companion, Witches’
Datebook, and Witches’ Spell-A-Day Almanac.

ORDER ONLINE
If you’re already a Llewellyn customer,
you can order from us online.
Go to Llewellyn.com and log in.
Your email address is your username.
Type in your password in
uppercase letters.

___________________________

SUBSIDIARY RIGHTS

Southeastern Book Travelers, LLC
Phone: 205-682-8570; Fax: 770-804-2013
Email: SBTOrders@BellSouth.net

3. 	All returned goods must have been
purchased from Llewellyn directly,
according to our records.

World rights: Oxana Schroeder
1-800-843-6666, ext. 8416 or 651‑312‑8416
OxanaS@Llewellyn.com

(AL, AR, FL, GA, LA, MS, NC, OK, SC, TN, TX, VA, WV)

4. 	Credit for returns will be calculated at the
most recent discounted purchase of that
title on your account.

Domestic Rights: Katie Stark
1-800-843-6666, ext. 8363 or 651‑312‑8363
KStark@Llewellyn.com

All changes supersede previous catalog terms effective September 1, 2021. All prices are subject to change.

AUTHOR EVENTS
All author event inquiries should be directed to: AuthorEvents@Llewellyn.com
Please order books 3 – 4 weeks in advance of the event to ensure delivery. If you wish to apply for terms, allow an extra 3 weeks.
For more information or to place an order, call Customer Service or your sales representative, 1-800-843-6666.
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North American Distributors
AKJ Books

Halethorpe, MD
Tel: 800-922-6066
www.akjbooks.com

Azure Green/Abyss

Middlefield, MA
Tel: 1-800-326-0804
www.azuregreen.com

Baker & Taylor

Bridgewater, NJ
Tel: 1-800-775-2300
Fax: 800-775-3500
www.btol.com

Blackwell’s Book Service
Blackwood, NJ
Tel: 800-257-7341
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www.blackwell.com

Book House Inc.
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Tel: 800-248-1146
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www.thebookhouse.com

Booksource
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Tel: 800-444-0435
800-647-1923
www.booksource.com

Brodart

Williamsport, PA
Tel: 800-474-9816
www.brodart.com

Coutts Library Service
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Fax: 905-356-5064
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Cowley Distributing
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Fax: 800-556-9044

DeVorss
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Tel: 1-800-843-5743
Fax: 805-322-9011
www.devorss.com
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Fax: 800-214-3895
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Tel: 205-991-6600
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Tel: 800-248-3887
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Fax: 800-852-5458
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Gem Guides Book Co.
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Tel: 800-824-5188
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info@gemguidesbooks.com
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Burnaby, BC
Tel: (800) 667-3399 or
(604) 708-1081
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Bridgeton, MO
Tel: 800-325-8833
Fax: 800-962-1009
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Tel: 1-800-326-2665
Fax: 770-944-2313
www.newleaf-dist.com

Bilingual Publications
New York, NY
Tel: 212-431-3500
Fax: 212-431-3567

Giron Spanish Books

Quanta Distributions

Chicago, IL
Tel: 773-847-3000
Fax: 773-847-9197
www.gironbooks.com

Toronto, ON
Tel: (888) 436-7962
Fax: (416) 291-8764
quantamail@quanta.ca

New Leaf Distributing Inc.

Indio Products

Thomas Allen & Son

Unique Books

St.Louis, MO
Tel: 800-533-5446
Fax: 314-776-0841
www.uniquebooksinc.com

Emery-Pratt Co.

FOR SPANISH
TITLES ONLY

CANADA

Los Angeles, CA
Tel: 323-778-2233
Fax: 323-750-7048

Markham, ON L3R 4T8
Tel: (800) 387-4333
Fax: (800) 458-5504
orders@t-allen.com
www.thomasallen.ca

DISTRIBUTORS

UNITED STATES

Lectorum Publications
Lyndhurst, NJ
Tel: 201-559-2237
Fax: 201-939-7450
www.lectorum.com

Original Products Company

E-BOOK DISTRIBUTORS

Bronx, NY
Tel: 718-367-9589
Fax: 718-367-3613

OverDrive

Tel: 216-573-6886
www.overdrive.com
info@overdrive.com

Original Publications
Plainview, NY
Tel: 516-454-6809
Fax: 516-454-6829

Ingram Digital

Tel: 615-213-5400
www.ingramdigital.com
ask@ingramdigital.com

Ingram

LaVergne, TN
Tel: 1-800-937-8000
Fax: 615-213-5429
www.ipage.ingrambook.com

International Distributors/Representatives
AUSTRALIA

Brumby Sunstate

Tel: (07) 3255-5552
Fax: (07) 3255-5553
www.brumbysunstate.com.au

BRAZIL

Zimpfer Books Latin America & Caribbean
Tel: USA (862) 250-0159
czimpfer@earthlink.net

CHILE

Zimpfer Books Latin America & Caribbean
Tel: USA (862) 250-0159
czimpfer@earthlink.net
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Zimpfer Books Latin America & Caribbean
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czimpfer@earthlink.net

EL SALVADOR
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czimpfer@earthlink.net

GUATEMALA
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czimpfer@earthlink.net

HONG KONG

Curreri World Services
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Fax: 978-921-7577
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Curreri World Services
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michelle@curreriworldsvs.net
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Curreri World Services
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KOREA
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Curreri World Services
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MEXICO
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NEW ZEALAND
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Fax: (0800) 845-738
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Zimpfer Books Latin America & Caribbean is the acting sales representative for Llewellyn in the following territories: Puerto Rico, US Virgin Islands, Caribbean (Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, British West
Indies, Cayman Islands, Cuba, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Grenada, Haiti, Jamaica, Netherland Antilles, St. Kitts & Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent & the Grenadines, Trinidad & Tobago), Mexico, Central America (Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama), and South America (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Paraguay, Peru, Suriname, Uruguay, Venezuela).
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TOP SELLERS BY CATEGORY

Astrology
Llewellyn’s Complete Book of Astrology
Tarot and Astrology
Astrology for Beginners
The Twelve Faces of the Goddess
Essential Astrology
Llewellyn’s Complete Book
of Predictive Astrology
9780875420943 Chiron
9780738718965 Astrology of the Moon
9780738710716
9780738729640
9780738758206
9780738756035
9780738735634
9780738727554

Health & Wellness
9780875423203
9781567185379
9780738739625
9780738761046
9780738751559
9780738744445
9780738765280
9780738762913
9780738764306
9780875425924
9780738763859
9780738719078
9780875420073
9780738760636
9780738766928

Wheels of Life
Chakras for Beginners
Llewellyn’s Complete Book of Chakras
Energy Healing for Trauma,
Stress & Chronic Illness
Llewellyn’s Little Book of Chakras
Anodea Judith’s Chakra Yoga
420 Meditations
Llewellyn’s Book of Natural Remedies
Meditations for the Soul
Kundalini & the Chakras
Medical Reiki
The Wild & Weedy Apothecary
The Healer’s Manual
Wake, Bake & Meditate
7 Day Chakras

Kits & Decks
9780738711508
9780738759302
9780738753539
9780738759463
9780738746340
9780738728001
9780738727325
9780738741659
9780738715797
9780738757537
9780738751399
9780738764405
9780738748290
9780738760339
9780738765235

Easy Tarot
Dark Wood Tarot
Mystical Manga Tarot
Yggdrasil
Everyday Witch Tarot
Witches Tarot
Shadowscapes Tarot Deck
The Green Witch Tarot
Shadowscapes Tarot
Hedgewitch Botanical Oracle
Forest of Enchantment Tarot
The Archeo
The Linestrider Tarot
Edgar Allan Poe Tarot
Gilded Tarot Royale Deck

Magick
9780738743998
9780738747842
9780738762661
9780738715780
9780738731537
9780738764726
9780738746883
9780738709031
9780738705736
9780738763279
9780738755274
9780738715087
9780738768588
9780738766799
9780738765419
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The Golden Dawn
365 Days of Hoodoo
High Magick
Modern Magick
Practical Sigil Magic
Llewellyn’s Complete Book
of Ceremonial Magick
Crystal Grids
The Path of Alchemy
Magick of Reiki
Strix Craft
Three Books of Occult Philosop
Hands-On Chaos Magic
The Dictionary of Demons
(new paperback ed)
Living Magic
The Magic of Pathworking
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Paranormal
9780738759951
9780738765310
9780738763798
9780738767130
9781567181654
9780738737133
9780738710990
9780738703978
9780738738741
9780738726960

Chasing American Monsters
The Spirit’s Way Home
Catalog of the Unexplained
Evidence of Extraterrestrials
Dancing with Dragons
Faeries & Elementals for Beginners
Mystical Dragon Magick
Lemuria & Atlantis
Spirit Boards for Beginners
Ghost Hunting for Beginners

Parapsychology &
Psychic Development
9781567184853 Journey of Souls
9781567184990 Destiny of Souls
9780738703992 Buckland’s Book of Spirit
Communication
9780738751863 Llewellyn’s Little Book of
Psychic Development
9780738768205 Wake Me Up When You Leave
9780738761367 I’m Still With You
9780738708126 How To Meet and Work
with Spirit Guides
9780738764078 Magickal Mediumship
9781567183603 Psychic Development for Beginners
9781567186253 Astral Projection for Beginners
9780738708157 How To See and Read The Aura
9780738704678 Mastering Astral Projection
9780738749013 The Awakened Psychic
9780738704654 Life Between Lives
9780738764511 Heal Your Ancestors to Heal Your Life

Self Help &
Spiritual Enrichment
9780738762098 Sacred Herb Bundles for
Energy Cleansing
9780738753492 Modern Guide to Energy Clearing
9780738732527 The Essential Guide to Crystals
9780738745541 How to Heal Yourself When
No One Else Can
9780738707556 Crystals for Beginners
9780738762692 Angelic Lightwork
9780738762241 The Universe Is Talking to You
9780738758343 Wisdom of Souls
9780738765938 The Call of Intuition
9780738766706 The Magic of Connection
9780738727400 365 Ways to Raise Your Frequency
9780738741468 Llewellyn’s Complete
Dictionary of Dreams
9780738762685 Meditation with Intention
9780738762654 The Art of Lucid Dreaming
9780738766614 The Secret to Attracting Luck

Tarot / Divination Books
9780738735795 The Ultimate Guide to the
Rider Waite Smith Tarot
9780875425931 A Practical Guide to the Runes
9780738701929 Pendulum Magic for Beginners
9780738750774 Kitchen Table Tarot
9780738766690 Fearless Tarot
9780738719559 Tarot for Beginners
9780738763187 How to Use a Pendulum
9780738759975 Llewellyn’s Little Book of Tarot

9780738749082
9780738748283
9781567184006
9780738736624
9780738731902
9780738764474
9780738767123

Llewellyn’s Complete Book of Tarot
Runes for Beginners
Tarot Plain and Simple
The Essential Lenormand
The New Tarot Handbook
Tarot Deciphered
Tarot by the Moon

Witchcraft / Wicca /
Shamanism
9780738760841 Psychic Witch
9780875421223 Cunningham’s Encyclopedia
of Magical Herbs
9780875421186 Wicca
9780875420509 Buckland’s Complete Book of Witchcraft
9780738764733 The Book of Candle Magic
9780875421285 The Complete Book of
Incense, Oils & Brews
9780875420288 Animal Speak
9780738703190 Solitary Witch
9780738702872 Grimoire for the Green Witch
9780738753690 Sigil Witchery
9780875421261 Cunningham’s Encyclopedia of
Crystal, Gem & Metal Magic
9780738762036 The Crooked Path
9780738762678 Wild Magic
9780738732534 Llewellyn’s Complete Book
of Correspondences
9780738762456 Llewellyn’s Little Book of Moon Spells
9780738751696 The Little Big Book of White Spells
9780738764535 Roots, Branches & Spirits
9780738764429 Water Magic
9780738762128 New World Witchery
9780738764955 The Witch’s Book of Potions

Lo Scarabeo
9780738754383
9780738762364
9780738763460
9780738766423
9780738718538
9780738767314
9780738737423
9780738759807
9780738767284
9780738753768

Santa Muerte Tarot Deck
Radiant Wise Spirit Tarot
Golden Art Nouveau Tarot
Murder of Crows Tarot
Tarot of Sexual Magic
Heaven & Earth Tarot Kit
Golden Universal Tarot Deck
Dark Mirror Oracle
Traditional Manga Tarot
Barbieri Zodiac Oracle

Blue Angel
9780738765211
9780738766645
9780738745770
9780738743707
9780738761459
9780738759388
9780738749297
9780738768427
9780738752105
9780738744957
9780738742861
9780738739038

White Light Oracle
Beyond Lemuria Oracle Cards
Sacred Rebels Oracle
Lovers Oracle
The Secret Language of Light Oracle
Earth Warriors Oracle
Rumi Oracle
Kali Oracle
Dreams of Gaia Tarot
The Halloween Oracle
Isis Oracle
Kuan Yin Oracle

Publishing for the Body, Mind, Spirit Since 1901

Regional olk Magic

9780738767253

9780738762128

9780738702759

This book brings traditional methods
of Ozark healing and magic into
the modern world.

Enjoy nearly 500 samples of folk
magic, stories, artifacts, and rituals
with this comprehensive guide.

Learn the history and traditions of
Hoodoo and how to apply naturebased magic to everyday life.

9780738757865

9780738764535

9780738762715

Discover a fresh perspective on
Granny Magic, Hoodoo, Brujería,
and Curanderismo.

Explore the southern Appalachians’
customs for magical healing, luck,
prosperity, and more.

Explore the beliefs and practices of
the healing witchcraft of Mexico
and the American Southwest.

1-800-THE-MOON • www.Llewellyn.com

BEST SELLERS from LLEWELLYN

MORE THAN 1,000,000 SOLD MORE THAN 700,000 SOLD
9780875421186
9780875420288

MORE THAN 350,000 SOLD
9780875421285

MORE THAN 350,000 SOLD
9780875421841

MORE THAN 700,000 SOLD
9781567184853

MORE THAN 600,000 SOLD
9780875420509

MORE THAN 500,000 SOLD
9780875421223

MORE THAN 300,000 SOLD
9781567184990

MORE THAN 300,000 SOLD
9780875421315

MORE THAN 250,000 SOLD
9780875425931

MORE THAN 300,000 SOLD
9780875423203

MORE THAN 300,000 SOLD
9780738703190

NEW TOP SELLERS

9780738765433

9780738768205

9780738766744

9780738767123

9780738766720

9780738766713

NEW TAROT and ORACLE TOP SELLERS

9780738758541

9780738769622

9780738769660

9780738769608

9780738769370

9780738769462

